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The Multi-Isotope Process Monitor is being developed at Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory as a method to verify the process conditions within a nuclear
fuel reprocessing facility using the gamma spectra of various process streams.
The technique uses multivariate analysis techniques such as principal component
analysis and partial least squares regression applied to gamma spectra collected of
a process stream in order to classify the contents as belonging to a normal versus
off-normal chemistry process. This approach to process monitoring is designed to
function automatically, nondestructively, and in near real-time.
To extend the Multi-Isotope Process Monitor, an analysis method to char-
acterize spent nuclear fuel based on the reactor of origin, either pressurized or
boiling water reactor, and burnup of the fuel using nuclide concentrations as input
data has been developed. While the Multi-Isotope Process Monitor uses gamma
spectra as input data, nuclide activities were used in this work as an initial step
before considering the analysis of gamma spectra.
Nuclide composition information was generated using ORIGEN-ARP for
different fuel assembly types, initial 235U enrichments, burnup values, and cooling
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times. This data was used to train, tune, and test several multivariate analysis
algorithms in order to compare their performance and identify the technique most
suited for the analysis. To perform the classification based on reactor type, four
methods were considered: k-nearest neighbors, linear and quadratic discriminant
analysis, and support vector machines. Each method was optimized, and its per-
formance on a validation set was used to determine the best method for classifying
the fuel reactor class. Partial least squares was used to make burnup predictions.
Three models were generated and tested: one trained on all the data, one trained
for just pressurized water reactors, and one trained for boiling water reactors.
Quadratic discriminant analysis was chosen as the best classifier of reactor
class because of its simplicity and its potential to be extended to classify spent
nuclear fuel’s fuel assembly type, i.e, more specific classes, using nuclide concen-
trations as input data. In the case of predicting the burnup of spent fuel using
partial least squares, it was determined that making reactor-specific partial least
squares models, one trained for pressurized water reactors and one trained for
boiling water reactors, performed better than a single, general model that was
trained for all light water reactors. Thus, the the classifier, regression algorithm,
and all the necessary intermediate data processing steps were combined into a
single analysis method and implemented as a Matlab function called “burnup.”
This function was used to test the analysis routine on an additional set of
data generated in ORIGEN-ARP. This dataset included samples with parameters
that were not represented in the development data in order to ascertain the anal-
ysis method’s ability to analyze data for which it has not been explicitly trained.
The algorithm was able to achieve perfect binary classification of the reactor as
vii
being a pressurized or boiling water reactor on the dataset and made burnup
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1.1 Motivation and Background
Currently, there is worldwide interest in the expansion of the nuclear power
industry. Given the relatively stagnant inspection budget of the International
Atomic Energy Agency, which is charged with safeguarding nuclear facilities to
verify operator declarations and ensuring technology is not used for illicit activity,
a prerequisite for the safe expansion of nuclear technology is the development of
new, more resource-efficient safeguards methodologies. This is especially true in
the case of bulk handling facilities such as spent nuclear fuel (SNF) reprocessing
facilities, which present the most proliferation concern†. To this end and to aid
domestic operators with process control, the Multi-Isotope Process (MIP) Monitor
is being developed at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (see Section 2.2 for
more information on previous development of the MIP Monitor) [30, 31].
The MIP Monitor applies multivariate data analysis, namely principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS), to gamma spectra taken
of process streams within a nuclear fuel reprocessing facility. Using these models,
the MIP Monitor aims to identify a process stream as having normal versus off-
normal process conditions and quantify variables of interest such as the burnup of
the fuel. By doing so, the MIP Monitor can be used domestically to aid operators
†This is the case in the currently employed reprocessing schemes, such as the PUREX process
[6], which produce a stream of separated plutonium.
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in controlling the chemistry within their facility and internationally by identifying
changes in process chemistry that may indicate undeclared separations [30, 31].
To date, proof-of-concept simulation and experimental work has been per-
formed to show the MIP Monitor methodology is able to differentiate between
some normal and off-normal process conditions in the PUREX process [30, 31],
such as deviations away from normal nitric acid concentration in the initial sepa-
ration.
The next step in the development of the MIP Monitor is to investigate ways
to characterize SNF at the front-end of the facility after the initial dissolution,
i.e., characterization based only on radiological measurements and multivariate
data analysis. The goal is then to later use this initial characterization to inform
subsequent models in the full analysis scheme, e.g., determine the burnup of the
fuel and then subsequently use algorithms that are calibrated to fuels of this
approximate burnup . The first aspect of this characterization that was chosen as
a focus is the burnup of the fuel, as this directly affects the expected plutonium
concentration as well as gamma-emitting nuclides (primarily fission products) that
provide the signatures the MIP Monitor utilizes. Finding a technique to quantify
the burnup of SNF amounts to finding a suitable statistical learning algorithm and
data processing steps that can make these predictions from nuclide composition
information.
It is also desirable to develop a method to classify SNF coming from a
pressurized water reactor (PWR) versus a boiling water reactor (BWR). This
information could be used to better calibrate a model such as PLS used to make
predictions of burnup, as well as other models that either differentiate normal from
off-normal process conditions or quantify additional variables of interest such as
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reagent concentrations, which may be added to the MIP Monitor methodology in
the future.
In this work, nuclide concentrations are used as input measurements rather
than gamma spectra as used so far in the development of the MIP Monitor.
This was done because it is simpler and more readily lends itself to identifying
radionuclides that are useful for making predictions of the reactor type and burnup
of SNF, which may suggest that other measurements in addition to gamma spectra
are warranted. Developing an analysis technique that relies on nuclide activities
as input measurements is intended as a first step towards gamma spectra-based
analysis schemes.
Additionally, the information learned in this study could be applied in other
areas. One example may be the examination of very complicated gamma spectra
that do not easily lend themselves to analysis by peak fitting. The application
of the methods explored in this work could possibly be used to quantify the con-
stituents of a mixture which exhibits highly overlapping gamma signatures. Fur-
ther examples are potential applications to nuclear forensics, such as interpreting
data collected in on-site inspections, interpretation of aerosol monitoring station
data, characterization of intercepted material, and analysis of post-detonation
material.
In this study, four classifiers were considered to classify SNF as PWR ver-
sus BWR fuel: k-nearest neighbors (kNN), linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), and support vector machines (SVMs).
The first three methods were chosen for investigation due to their simplicity and
history of successful application. It was decided to investigate the use of SVMs
due to their recent popularity (see Chapter 2 for information on the previous ap-
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plication of these classifiers). As it has been successfully employed in the existing
work on the MIP Monitor and has a history of application in analytical chemistry,
PLS was used to make quantitative predictions of burnup.
1.2 Goals
This section outlines the four primary goals of this work.
Understand which nuclides are most useful for predictions
The first primary goal is to understand which nuclides are most useful for
making quality predictions for each of the above problems. Using this knowl-
edge, a subset of all the nuclides found in SNF may be used as input for the
models, potentially improving the performance and simplifying the models
by reducing the dimension of the problem. Additionally, with this insight,
detection methodologies may be designed to target significant nuclides.
Develop a classifier to differentiate SNF from PWRs versus BWRs
In order to create and apply the most accurate models for predictions of
burnup or other quantities of interest not considered here, identifying SNF
as coming from a PWR versus a BWR prior to making burnup predictions
is advantageous as then PLS models trained specifically for either PWRs or
BWRs may be used to make better predictions, as shown in Section 5.3. To
that end, it is a goal of this study to develop a binary classifier that can
perform this classification using nuclide activities.
Develop PLS models to predict the burnup of SNF
Another goal is to investigate if reactor-specific PLS models make better
predictions of burnup than a single, general model trained to make predic-
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tions for all light water reactors (LWRs). Accurate and precise predictions of
burnup can better inform other analysis techniques that examine other SNF
properties such as cooling time and initial enrichment, or chemical process
parameters in nuclear fuel reprocessing. Determining the change in predic-
tion quality the usage of reactor-specific PLS models versus a single, general
model will be done by training, tuning, and testing three PLS models: one
trained for all LWRs, one trained for only PWRs, and one trained using only
BWR data. After each model is optimized, the performance of the PWR-
specific and BWR-specific models will be compared to the predictions on
PWRs and BWRs made by the general model in order to ascertain the dif-
ferences (if any) in the predictive power of the general versus reactor-specific
models.
Develop a combined analysis algorithm
With the above goals completed, the results will be combined to create
a single, automated analysis code that will combine the classification and
burnup prediction, as well as all required auxiliary steps, including data
input/output, data parsing, and data preprocessing.
1.3 Outline
First, Chapter 2 reviews previous applications of the four classifiers con-
sidered in this work: kNN, LDA, QDA, and SVMs, as well as PLS. Chapter 2 also
reviews the previous work of Orton et al. in developing the MIP Monitor.
Next, Chapter 3 briefly reviews the theoretical background of all the anal-
ysis methods including the basis of their formulation, how they work/what their
goals are, model tuning parameters, and some strengths and weaknesses of each.
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Chapter 4 outlines the method followed to generate all the data used in
this work, including the approach to simulating the data and preparing the data
for analysis. The experiments performed to fulfill the previously discussed goals
are exposited.
Chapter 5 gives the results of each of the main portions of the work: de-
termination of nuclides most useful to classification and burnup prediction, devel-
opment of a binary classifier to sort SNF as arising from a PWR versus a BWR,
development of a PLS model(s) to predict the burnup of SNF, and writing a single
function combining all the required steps for the analysis of SNF. The results of
testing this final analysis technique are reviewed.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results, discusses limitations of this




In this chapter, previous applications of the employed algorithms are re-
viewed. Then, previous development of the MIP Monitor is discussed.
2.1 Previous Application of Multivariate Analysis
In this section, previous applications of the multivariate analysis methods
employed in this work are briefly reviewed. There is great diversity in the fields
in which these techniques have been applied, but the focus of this section will
be applications in analytical chemistry as these are the most similar to the MIP
Monitor.
2.1.1 k-Nearest Neighbors
The kNN classifier was introduced in 1967 by Cover and Hart as a nonpara-
metric classifier [11]. Reference [11] introduces the method, provides a theoretical
basis for its application, and shows limiting properties such as probability of er-
ror given certain constraints. These properties for the nearest-neighbor classifier
(when only the training sample most similar to the test sample is considered) and
kNN (where the k most similar training samples are considered) are contrasted
(see Section 3.3).
Kowalski and Bender discuss the application of kNN to nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectra [25]. The authors discuss kNN’s ability to classify data
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that is highly overlapping and not linearly separable†, and the authors also point
out that, by using certain distance metrics (such as the L2 norm), kNN can cap-
ture nonlinear relationships between the data points. The method is applied to
highly-overlapping simulated NMR data of molecules containing CH3CH2CH2,
CH3CH2CH, or CH3CHCH in order to classify the spectra into two classes: those
that contain the functional group CH2 and those that do not. The results of
kNN are compared to those obtained using a separating hyperplane (essentially
attempting to draw a line between the classes of data); using kNN yields a mis-
classification rate of 4% versus the 18% misclassification rate obtained with the
hyperplane approach.
Arjona et al. apply kNN, LDA, and several other classification methods to
gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy data taken of samples of whiskey to dif-
ferentiate between different types [16]. In this example, every classifier performed
well: LDA gave two misclassifications when tested on 52 samples, and kNN gave
zero misclassifications.
Weinberger, Blitzer, and Saul extend kNN by using the Mahalanobis dis-
tance metric in the computation of the k-nearest neighbors to a test data point [41].
This metric requires an estimate of the covariance matrix of the training data,
which can lead to problems with data that has classes with a small number of
training observations or data that exhibits linear dependence between features‡.
However, if this estimate may be reliably obtained, this measure causes the dis-
tance between same-class data points to be smaller than the distance between
†The term linearly separable is given to data that may be partitioned into one or more classes
by linear surfaces.
‡See the discussion regarding problems estimating the covariance matrix in Section 3.4.
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samples in different classes, which improves the performance of the kNN algo-
rithm.
2.1.2 Linear and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
Marini et al. apply LDA to the classification of Italian extra virgin olive oil
as a quality control and as a tool to enforce labeling compliance [27]. The authors
formed a dataset of over 570 monocultivar oil samples obtained under different
conditions: olive varieties, region of origin, stage of ripeness, year of harvesting,
and extracting procedure. LDA and feed-forward artificial neural networks (ANN)
were then applied to the data in an attempt to authenticate the varieties of the
samples. For feature selection, the Fisher F-ratio was used to find the most
discriminating features (see Section 3.2). On the training and testing data, LDA
achieved 92.7% and greater than 90% success rates, respectively. ANN was able
to achieve a perfect discrimination but at the cost of much more complicated
training and tuning. The authors attribute the superior performance of ANN to
its ability to capture nonlinear effects in the data.
Wu et al. apply regularized, linear, and quadratic discriminant analysis to
near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopic data [44]. The authors analyze seven datasets:
para-xylene with and without ortho-xylene impurities; arbitrary mixtures of cel-
lulose, manitol, sucrose, saccharin sodium salt, and citric acid; four classes of
polymer products of different qualities; butanol with and without water in con-
centrations ranging from 0.02% to 0.32%; tablets containing drugs of different
dosages (0.025, 0.05, 0.075, and 0.15 mg) as well as three different placebos; thir-
teen different kinds of polymer products; and six different solvents, each with two
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subgroups: with and without impurities. The Fisher F-ratio was used for feature
selection.
Regularized and linear discriminant analysis were applied until the number
of features is greater than about forty, where the techniques can no longer be
directly applied (that is, without feature selection, or a data transform to a lower-
dimensional space such the the KL-transform employed by PCA) due to difficulty
in forming reliable estimations of the covariance matrix. QDA yielded poor results
when fewer features, approximately 25, were selected and used. LDA performed
best on two of the seven datasets, QDA was most successful on one of the seven
datasets, and RDA performed most successfully on the remaining four datasets.
The best method of discrimination thus depends on the organization of the data,
i.e., whether the covariance for each class, which describes the distribution or
“shape” of the data, is the same. The authors examined this by performing
PCA on some of the datasets and observed that in the two cases where QDA
outperformed LDA, the different classes clearly had different distributions in PC-
space, meaning the directions in which each class varied was different, which
suggests that each class is better modeled using a unique covariance matrix as is
done by QDA.
Lastly, Mika et al. provide an extension of Fisher’s discriminant using a
kernel formulation† [28]. The authors compare their technique to several other
techniques: SVMs with a Gaussian kernel (see Section 3.5), AdaBoost, and reg-
ularized AdaBoost (see references in [28]). The classifiers are applied to thirteen
datasets from the UCI, DELVE, and STATLOG benchmark repositories, as well
†As will be summarized in Section 3.4, Fisher’s discriminant is a general formulation that
reduces to LDA/QDA under some additional assumptions.
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as the USPS dataset of handwritten digits. Their kernelized Fisher discriminant,
using the radial basis function (RBF) kernel, achieved a 3.7% error rate in classi-
fying the 10 different digits, an improvement on the 4.2% error rate achieved by
Scho¨lkopf et al. using SVMs [35].
2.1.3 Support Vector Machines
SVMs are a relatively new classifier, having been introduced by Cortes and
Vapnik in 1995 [10]. SVMs have several advantages: they are able to learn highly
nonlinear decision boundaries with much less training complexity than ANNs,
they aim to find maximum-margin boundaries as opposed to the decision surfaces
found by LDA and QDA (which may make them more robust to noise), and they
can be applied to multiway problems and even regression problems [17].
Ivanciuc provides a detailed review of applications of SVMs in chemistry
as well as a review of the theory behind SVMs for classification and regression
problems [23]. The areas of application discussed include drug design, chemomet-
rics, and chemical engineering (see the references given in Reference [23]), some
of which are outlined here. One application of SVMs is discriminating between
inhibitors and non-inhibitors using GhoseCrippen atom type counts as the input
features. They have also been applied to identifying compounds that will lead to
an adverse drug reaction called tornado de points using linear salvation energy
relation descriptors as the features. In the latter study, SVMs proved to perform
better than kNN and probabilistic neural networks. SVMs for regression have
been applied in chemometrics to predict the concentration of various compounds
in solution. In chemical engineering, SVMs have been used to model industrial
processes. Least-squares SVMs (LS-SVMs, the variation of SVMs used in this
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study) have been applied to NIR spectra to analyze mixtures of ethanol, water,
and 2-propanol. Finally, in the wake of mad cow disease outbreaks in Europe,
regulators began monitoring for the presence of animal proteins in animal feed.
A proposed system used NIR spectra fed into PCA as a dimensionality-reduction
step and then analyzed with SVMs. This approach was compared to LDA as a
basis for comparison for the predictive power of the SVM generated.
SVMs have also been applied to very different problems. One of note is
forecasting financial crises. Recently, Sun and Li compared SVMs and multiple
discriminant analysis for bankruptcy prediction [37], and there are numerous other
examples of SVMs applied to financial distress prediction [20, 29, 36].
2.1.4 Partial Least Squares Regression
Thomas and Haaland compare four multivariate regression methods pop-
ular for spectral analysis: inverse least-squares, classical least-squares, PLS, and
principal component regression [38]. The authors identified factors describing the
quality of NIR spectra: concentration noise, spectral noise, separation of spectral
features, spectral baseline variation, number of intensities per spectrum, calibra-
tion set configuration, number of calibration samples, and pure-component inten-
sities. For each of these factors, a low-quality and high-quality value was defined,
and spectra with each combination were simulated and analyzed using the four
different regression methods. This led to 28 = 256 different experimental condi-
tions. Training data was generated and used to train a model. The model was
applied to a testing set, the results recorded, and a new calibration set generated.
This new set was used to train a new model that was then applied to the same
testing set. This process was repeated, and, after averaging all the results, the
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authors conclude that in the absence of specific information on the dataset, PLS
should be used.
More recently, Roggo et al. provide a review of twenty-nine different stud-
ies where multivariate regression methods were applied to NIR data [34]. The
majority of the studies examined utilize PLS. PCA and multiple linear regression
are among other methods that are reviewed.
Last, interesting modifications to PLS (as well as PCA) have been pro-
posed. One applies weights to different training observations, giving more recently
collected data more influence on the model than older data [42]. This technique
was proposed to combat instruments drifting out of calibration over time and rec-
tify the drift while still using a large set of data collected over time. This is an
interesting technique that may be useful in experimental testing of the MIP Mon-
itor methodology. Additionally, Xu proposes a technique of variable weighting in
the construction of the latent variables as a generalization of feature selection, i.e.,
weighting better features more heavily in the construction of the latent variables
and downweighting less useful features rather than discarding them entirely [45].
2.2 Previous Work on the MIP Monitor
In this section, previous work on the MIP Monitor is reviewed as it is the
motivation for the present study. First, the initial development of the concept,
which focused on the determination of normal and off-normal chemistry process
conditions using PCA is discussed.
The initial development and proof of concept testing of the MIP Monitor
is presented by Orton et al. These two papers describe a set of experiments where
PCA and PLS were applied to simulated and real world data [30, 31].
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In the first paper, synthetic gamma spectra of simulated SNF after the
initial separation into organic extract and aqueous raffinate solutions are gener-
ated. This was done by first generating nuclide compositions of SNF in ORIGEN-
ARP [15]†. The elemental fractionation expected during the initial separation in
a PUREX process was performed using the AMUSE code created by Argonne
National Laboratory [6, 26]. Finally, the nuclide compositions of the organic ex-
tract and aqueous raffinate were converted into synthetic gamma spectra using
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory’s Synth code [18]. This procedure was
followed to generate simulated gamma spectra of SNF arising from a BWR with
initial enrichment of 3 wt% 235U; burnup values of approximately 16.0, 21.7, 23.4,
or 28.7 MWd/kgU; and separation using nitric acid concentrations of 0.10, 1.00,
2.13, 2.19, 2.25, 2.31, or 2.36 M.
The authors show that by applying PCA to the spectra of normal process
conditions (nitric acid concentrations of 2.13, 2.19, 2.25, 2.31, and 2.36 M) and
projecting the off-normal spectra (0.10 and 1.00 M nitric acid concentrations)
onto this model, the off-normal spectra may be distinguished from normal spectra
regardless of the burnup of the SNF [30]. With this success, the authors repeat
the above experiment with the inclusion of cooling time as an additional process
variation and are still able to classify the gamma spectra as belonging to SNF
processed under normal versus off-normal process conditions. The authors use
PLS applied to the spectra of the organic extract to quantify burnup with relative
error less than 3.5% for all reported cases, which had nitric acid concentrations
ranging from 0.1 to 2.36 M. They also note that these results suggest that it may
†Herein, ORIGEN-ARP will frequently be referred to as simply ORIGEN for brevity
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be possible to characterize SNF using multivariate analyses applied to gamma
spectra of SNF, which is the main motivation of the present work.
To confirm the results of their simulations, the authors performed simi-
lar analysis on gamma spectra collected of real-world samples [31]. SNF sam-
ples of four different burnup values, approximately 16.00, 24.25, 30.00, and 68.50
MWd/kgU, were obtained and used. These samples were prepared and subjected
to a bench-top scale PUREX process (at least through the initial dissolution and
separation using 30% v/v tri-butyl phosphate). Five different nitric acid concen-
trations were used: 0.3, 1.3, 2.5, 3.8, and 5.1 M. Finally, the samples were counted
multiple times on high-purity germanium detectors.
Defining the samples processed with 2.5 M nitric acid concentration as
normal processing, the other samples were successfully differentiated using PCA.
PLS was used to make predictions of the burnup and nitric acid concentration
associated with each spectrum. Burnup predictions of the organic extract were
made with less than 2.5% error and burnup predictions of the aqueous raffinate
were made with less than 4% error. Predictions of the nitric acid concentration
using spectra of the extract and aqueous phases were made to within 0.3 M.
The authors point out that, for reasons of feasibility, the study only examined a
few different values for two variables (burnup and nitric acid concentration), and
ideally, data at additional values of these and other SNF parameters expected to
vary, such as cooling time, initial enrichment, etc. should be analyzed.
Lastly, Orton et al. were able to use PLS to determine the concentration of
57Co, 152Eu, and 241Am emitters in arbitrary mixtures [32]. PLS was successfully
able to determine the concentrations of each of these radionuclides despite the




In this work several different statistical learning algorithms (or models) are
employed to study the composition of simulated SNF and to develop methods to
characterize SNF through application of multivariate data analysis techniques. In
order to best understand the presented results, it is important to have a basic
understanding of the algorithms. While it is not the goal to provide complete
developments of every algorithm used, a brief treatment of each algorithm em-
ployed is given. In the following sections, the general problem and preliminaries
are presented, then feature selection is discussed, and the basic developments of
kNN, LDA, QDA, SVMs, and PLS are reviewed [7, 17].
3.1 General Problem Setting
3.1.1 Overview
Here the general statistical learning problem setting is presented, as well as
the two problems studied in this work and some useful vocabulary and notation.
In general, it is the goal to extract unobservable information about a sam-
ple†, such as viability of a gene as a marker for cancer or the nitric acid concen-
tration of dissolved SNF when it was initially contacted with tri-butyl phosphate,
using a series of univariate measurements or a multivariate measurement of that
†Herein, this unobservable information will be referred to as an unobservable variable.
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sample. The measurements may arise from different experiments/measurement
techniques, e.g., temperature, density, and mass of a sample, or from one or more
multivariate measurements such as a UV-Vis spectrum of the sample. In order to
develop a model capable of making predictions of the desired information based on
such measurements, a model is trained using measurements of samples of known
properties. Once trained, this model can then be applied to the same type of
measurements of unknown samples in order to extract the desired information.
In order to test different algorithms’ performance on a specified application
— in this case, the characterization of SNF in terms of burnup and the class of
reactor from which it came using nuclide activities as input measurements—three
sets of known samples are used:
Training Set: These samples are used to calibrate or train the model for a given
set of model tuning parameters (see Sections 3.3 through Section 3.6).
Testing Set: Once a model is trained, predictions are made using the testing
set as the unknowns, and the model’s performance error is measured†. This
process of training and testing is repeated for different values of the tuning
parameters, and the optimal model parameters are identified.
Validation Set: Once a model is optimized, its performance making predictions
on a third set of samples is measured. This error measurement is used to
compare one algorithm/model to another in order to find the model best
suited for a particular problem or application.
†Common measurements for regression problems with numerical results are the root mean
squared error (RMSE) and the mean magnitude of the error. The misclassification rate (fraction
of test samples misclassified) is a common measurement for classifier algorithms.
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Another consideration is which measurements to include in the process
outline above. Typically, for any given combination of unobservable information
and input measurements, some measurements are more useful for prediction than
others. In fact, some measurements are a source of confusion that degrades the
quality of predictions [7, 17]. The notion of identifying the inputs most useful for
prediction is known as feature selection. The approach to feature selection used in
this work is discussed in Section 3.2 although there are numerous approaches [17].
3.1.2 Formalism and Vocabulary
The set of p features of each sample is referred to as an observation, and
each observation will be treated as a vector x ∈ Rp. Note, the term observation
emphasizes that replicate measurements may be taken of a single sample. This is
especially advantageous when the measurements are stochastic, such as the case in
gamma spectroscopy. The collection of input features for a set of samples makes
a set of N p-vectors corresponding to p features associated with N observations,
{xi}Ni=1, is loaded into an N × p matrix, X ∈ RN×p = [x1 x2 . . . xN ]T , where rows
correspond to observations and columns correspond to features, also referred to
as predictors in the literature. The data is organized such that each column is the
same measurement in every row. In other words, if the jth entry of the ith row is
the kth channel of the spectrum, the jth entry of every row is the value of the kth
channel of the corresponding spectrum.
The underlying variable of interest that we aim to predict given x will be
denoted as y and is typically referred to as a response. If the response is categorical,
the problem is deemed a classification problem, and if the response is numerical,
the problem is called a regression problem. If the response is categorical, i.e., the
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training samples are divided into classes into which we aim to sort an unknown,
it is convenient to encode the classes numerically, e.g., “Class 1,” “Class 2,” etc.
becomes 1, 2, etc. After encoding, y ∈ ZN , where each element yi of the vector y
is the response for the ith observation in the set X (which would be xi).
It is possible to consider heteroassociative models that aim to predict mul-
tiple responses at once, which yields several response vectors, represented as a
matrix Y ∈ RN×q, but in such situations, it may be advantageous to produce
multiple models that predict each response separately, especially when the differ-
ent responses are not correlated [14, 17].
To make the rest of the discussion more concise, some notation is intro-
duced:
• For a matrix A (also sometimes referred to as a block), Aij will denote the jth
element of the ith row of A. Lower case letters will be used to refer to vector
members of a matrix. For example, ai will refer to the i
th row of A, i.e., Aij
for j = 1, 2, . . ., and a(j), will refer to the jth column of A. The parenthesis
is included to avoid confusing references to columns with exponents.
• When needed, if there are no matrices being discussed, xi will refer to the ith
component of the vector x. Thus, xi would refer to the i
th feature (sometimes
also called a predictor) of x.
• In general, the collection of observations in a set will be denoted X. The
space that X occupies is also known as the input or feature space. Individual
observations will be denoted as xi, xi ∈ X. So the ith observation would be
the ith row of X, and the jth feature of the ith observation would be Xij.
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• To avoid ambiguity, subscripts will be used to differentiate sets from one
another, e.g., the collection of training set observations is Xtrain as opposed
to the observations forming the validation set, Xval. No subscript will be
used when only a single dataset is considered.
• All X matrices will be N×p, e.g., the number of observations in the training
set is Ntrain, and the number of features is ptrain.
• The responses to a set of observations is denoted y ∈ RN . Note that in
the case of a single response per observation, the collection of responses is
a vector with each component corresponding to a different observation, i.e.,
yi is the response for the observation xi. This notation is used as opposed
to Y to emphasize that only a single response is predicted and y is a vector
rather than a matrix.
• In classification problems, the class of observation x will be denoted G(x),
and thus for each observation in a collection of N observations, {yi =
G(xi)}Ni=1. Thus, if x belongs to class k, G(x) = k . Gk will refer to
class k and the collection of classes is {Gk}Kk=1 for a total of K classes.
• Predicted/estimated values for quantities will denoted be with a hat, e.g.,
the predicted response for the testing set would be denoted yˆtest, while the
true values would not carry the hat.
• The symbol µ will be used to denote the mean, σ2 will be used to denote
variances, and Σ will be used for covariance matrices.
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In this work, the features are the activities of the nuclides being simulated
by ORIGEN (see Section 4.1) and the responses are either the class of reactor used
in the calculation, e.g., PWR or BWR, or the burnup of the simulated SNF [15].
In order to optimize each model and then compare the predictive power of
the different models to one another, there must be a way to quantify the quality of
the predictions. This is done differently for classification and regression problems.
One way to evaluate the performance of a classifier is by examining the
misclassification rate, which is the number of mislabeled data observations divided
by the number of observations in the set, shown below. Note that when the data
falls into just two classes, this is equivalent to the mean average error since the
misclassification rate for one class is the same as the misclassification rate of the
other class.
Misclassification(X) =
|{Gˆ(x) 6= G(x) for every x ∈ X}|
N
(3.1)
The performance of a regression algorithm may be evaluated in different
ways. For example, one may examine the average difference between the predicted
and true values for the responses by computing the average relative error or by
computing the root mean squared error (RMSE). This first measure is given as the
absolute difference between the predicted and true response value, divided by the
true value, and averaged over the set of samples. This is given by Equation 3.2.




















As previously stated, in many multivariate data analysis problems, there is
strong motivation to reduce the dimension of a problem. Reducing the dimension
of a problem makes training and applying a model less computationally expensive,
less time consuming, and the performance of the model may be improved by
removing confusing features or observations from the data. There are numerous
ways to reduce the dimension of a problem. One of these is the pursuit of sparse
solutions, such as the Lasso objective for regression problems, which aims to drive
many of the components of the regression vector to zero [17]. More examples
include PCA and PLS (see Section 3.6), which map the input features to a new
coordinate system chosen to lie along the directions of greatest variance in the
dataset (which downweights features that exhibit little variation)†, and SVMs
(see Section 3.5), which only use a handful of the training observations in the
final model (these are the so-called support vectors) [7, 10, 17].
Whether or not a model is formulated to produce sparse solutions, it is
typically advantageous to perform some kind of feature selection, i.e., remove
some columns from X, which may be applied to any analysis as a preprocessing
step. This is a way to reduce the size of the model and focus on features that are
most useful for classification or regression since less useful features are removed
from the data before the model is trained. In this work, a simple correlation
analysis was used for feature selection. In this method, the correlation between
†While PCA and PLS do not disregard any features, thus not making its solutions technically
sparse, the downweighting of features responsible for the least variance in the dataset makes them
very unimportant, and will lessen their affect on the performance of the model. Additionally,
the use of feature selection, removing features entirely, can benefit the performance of PCA and
PLS. Also note that, while PCA and PLS are similar in their lower-dimensional expression of
the data, they are not the same.
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the input features (nuclides) and the response (reactor class or burnup value) was









i = 1, 2, . . . , p (3.4)
Here E[·] is the expectation. In the case of a known, finite dataset, the best
estimate for the expectation is the sample mean of the argument. Correlation is
related to the covariance matrix of [X y], the correlation between each feature,
{X(i)}pi=1, and the response, y, is the last column of the correlation matrix, the





Here Σ is the covariance matrix of [X y]. It is obvious from Equation 3.5 that the
correlation is the covariance between the features, normalized by the variance of
X and y. Equation 3.5 is implemented in Matlab as the function “corrcoef” [22].
The output of this analysis is a vector, c ∈ Rp+1, the first p elements of
which are the correlation between the features (nuclides) and response (burnup
or reactor class)†. Each element falls between −1 and 1, and the greater the
magnitude of ci, the more highly correlated (or anti-correlated if the value is
negative) the ith feature is with the response.
“Corrcoef” also outputs an estimate of the p-values of each element, which
indicates the confidence of the algorithm’s estimate for the collection, {ci}p+1i=1
[40]. In order to ensure that identified features were truly important for making
predictions as opposed to statistically errant correlations, c was filtered to only
†The last element in c, cp+1, is the correlation between the response and itself (recall c is
the last column of the p+ 1 by p+ 1 correlation matrix, the diagonal elements of which are, by
definition, 1).
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include elements that had a p-value less than 0.05†. Calling this filtered correlation
between the features and response c˜, and ignoring the last element of c, which
describes the response’s correlation with itselt, {|c˜i|}p˜i=1 was sorted and the indices
retained such that the input X blocks could be easily parsed to only include
the first n < p˜ < p most important features for predictions. Typically, |c˜i| ∈
[0.7, 1] indicates a strong correlation between the ith feature and the response,
and this feature would then be considered very useful for making predictions of
the response. Similarly, |c˜i| ∈ [0.3, 0.7) indicates a somewhat useful feature, and
|c˜i| ∈ [0, 0.3) indicates an unuseful or confusing feature that should be disregarded.
Another approach to feature selection is the Fisher F-ratio, which was
applied in Marini et al. [27]. Like correlation analysis, this technique assigns a
value to each feature that represents that feature’s discriminative utility. The F-
ratio for a feature is defined as the ratio of the inter-class variance to within-class
variance, and the F-ratio for a particular feature is shown in Equation 3.6. This




























Here K is the total number of classes, and NGk is the number of observations in
class k.
It should be noted that the principles of the F-ratio and the correlation
analysis are similar: the F-ratio divides the inter-class variance, which is analogous
†The p-values are needed because the sample covariance, etc. are only estimates for the true
value of the correlation as in Equation 3.4.
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to the covariance between a feature and the response, by the inner-class variance,
which is analogous to the variance of a feature. The F-ratio is designed for classi-
fication problems as it references the different classes in the training data. Since
the correlation approach may be applied to regression problems once the classes
are encoded, as opposed to the F-ratio, which cannot be applied to regression
problems, the F-ratio was not used in favor of the correlation analysis.
3.3 k-Nearest Neighbors
One of the simplest classification algorithms is k-nearest neighbors [7, 11,
17]. In this algorithm, each unknown vector xtest ∈ Xtest is compared to the
training observations, and the classification of xtest is taken to be the class of the
k observations nearest to xtest in the training set, i.e., the rows of Xtrain most
similar to xtest. If the k nearest neighbors to xtest are not of the same class, the
class is taken to be the class shared by the majority. In this work, the class of
xtest was taken to be the mode of the classes of the nearest neighbors.
G(xtest) = mode{G(xi)} for xi ∈ Nk(xtest) (3.7)
Here Nk(xtest) are the k nearest neighbors to xtest.
In the case of a tie, training data points closer to the unknown are given
more importance, and their votes are given preference, but the simplest insurance
against ties is just to pick k = nK + 1 where n ∈ 2N (or k = K + 1 if K ∈ 2N).
kNN is a nonparametric classifier, meaning it makes no assumption about
the underlying distribution/data organization that it aims to classify, e.g., assum-
ing that each class of data is distributed uniformly on some interval. This is in
contrast to LDA and QDA, which assume that each class is distributed as a mul-
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tivariate Gaussian (see Section 3.4). Unfortunately, the term nonparametric is a
little misleading, as kNN does require model parameters to be chosen and tuned
for optimal performance.
There are two main tuning parameters: the choice of distance measure
and how many neighbors should be considered, i.e., the value of k. There are
many different possible distance metrics, such as the L1 norm, the L2 norm,
and the L∞ norm (also known as the Chebyshev distance) [17]. Each metric
presents advantages and disadvantages. For example, the use of the L2 norm
(the standard Euclidean distance), begins to capture some nonlinear effects in the
input space [25].
The L1 norm, L2 norm, and a standardized version of the L2 norm were
used in this work and are given as:
‖xtest − xi‖21 =
p∑
j=1
|xtest, j − xij| (3.8)
‖xtest − xi‖22 =
p∑
j=1
(xtest, j − xij)2 (3.9)
‖xtest − xi‖2S2 =
p∑
j=1
(xtest, j − xij)2
σj
(3.10)
where σj is the standard deviation of the j
th feature in the training set, i.e., the
jth column of Xtrain, X
(j)
train. The ideal distance metric and value of k is found by
the procedure described in Section 4.2. This procedure is not discussed here, as
training the model, testing and tuning the model parameters, and validating the
choice of model parameters was done by the same procedure for each algorithm.
Thus, the procedure followed is presented in Section 4.2.
The number of neighbors to consider is also important. In essence, in-
creasing k can reduce the effect of noise and outliers in the training set, but the
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boundaries between the classes becomes less distinct. Figure 3.1 compares the
classification of synthetic data in R2 by kNN with k=1 and k=3. The training
samples in the first class are “+,” the second class data points are denoted “o,”
and the unknown is “x”. Due to an apparent outlier in class one, the unknown
is classified differently in the case of k = 1 and k = 3, shown in Figures 3.1(a)
and 3.1(b).
(a) Results of 1-NN (b) Results of 3-NN
Figure 3.1: kNN performed on synthetic data in R2. The training samples for G1
are “+,” G2 is “o,” and the unknown is “x”. Shown are the results for k=1 (a)
and k=3 (b). Note that setting k=1 leads to a different classification than the
result when k=3 is used.
There are a few possible weaknesses of kNN that must be mentioned. First,
depending on the size of the data (number of training samples and number of
features), the number of neighbors, and the complexity of the distance metric,
running kNN can be much slower than other methods. The run times of the
various classifiers are discussed in Section 5.2.1.
Second, kNN requires that all of the training data be stored and referenced
at run time. This is in contrast to the other methods discussed in this chapter,
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where training data is used to compute a discriminant function, projection matri-
ces, regression vectors, etc. that are stored and used to make predictions based on
unknown observations. For example, a 1036 x 218 matrix† takes approximately
1.7 MB of space. For higher-dimensional data, e.g., spectra with 8192 channels,
the same number of training observations would occupy 64.75 MB of memory.
Lastly, kNN can easily suffer from the “curse of dimensionality” [5]. To
illustrate this, consider N data points uniformly distributed in a p-dimensional
unit ball, i.e., one with a radius of 1 as measured by the L2 norm. It can be shown
that as p increases, the mean distance from the center of the ball to the closest
data point increases and each sample gets closer to the boundary of the ball than
other data points [17]. In other words, as the dimension of the data increases,
none of the data points are particularly close to each other, which can hurt the
quality of predictions made by kNN‡.
Figure 3.2 illustrates this problem using a hypercube. If data is distributed
uniformly throughout the cube and one wants to sample the data using a smaller
hypercube within it (analogous to the neighborhood of a test point in kNN), the
smaller cube must get larger to cover a particular fraction of the larger cube’s
volume. For instance, if p is 1, 2, 3, or 10, in order to cover just 10% of the larger
cube’s volume, each coordinate must span approximately 10%, 30%, 45%, and
80% of the range of the larger cube’s coordinate values.
†This is the size of the training data used to train the classifier algorithms (see Section 4.2).
‡The “curse of dimensionality” will adversely affect most learning techniques; however, the
effect on kNN is striking and straightforward.
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Figure 3.2: The curse of dimensionality. (Left) A hypercube with inset neigh-
borhood. (Right) Plot showing the fraction of the total range of coordinates of
the outer cube ([0,1] as shown) that must be covered by the inner cube in order
to contain a fraction of the outer cube’s volume. As the dimension of the data
increases (labeled p), more of the coordinate range must be covered to contain a
given volume. Taken from [17].
3.4 Linear and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
LDA and QDA are classic classifiers related to Fisher’s discriminant analy-
sis [13]. Here, two explanations of these classifiers are presented. First, LDA and
QDA are presented from a statistical decision making point of view. Then the
approach used by Fisher, which actually produces a more general classifier that
reduces to LDA or QDA under the appropriate constraints, is discussed.
3.4.1 LDA and QDA from a Statistical Decision Making Point of View
Consider an observation, x, which may fall into one of K classes, each of
which has an underlying distribution. If these distributions are known, then one
may easily compute the probability of observing x if it is drawn from each of the
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distributions:
P(x|G(x) = k). (3.11)
Here P(A|B) is the conditional probability of A given B†.
If G(x) is unknown, given the probability of being in class k is pik, applying
Bayes theorem gives the following expressions.
P(x|G(x) = k)pik = P(G(x) = k|x)P(x)




l=1 P(x|G(x) = l)pil
(3.12)
LDA and QDA model each class as a multivariate Gaussian with probabil-
ity density function given by Equation 3.13.










classify x, one compares the probabilities P(G(x) = k|x) for all k = 1, 2, . . . , K.
It is sufficient to examine the log ratio of the probability of x belonging to class
k versus class l, which would indicate x belongs to class k if the ratio is positive
and class l otherwise.
log
P(G(x) = k|x)
P(G(x) = l|x) = log
P(x|G(x) = k)




In the case of LDA, it is assumed that the covariance matrices of each class


















xTΣ−1x− xTΣ−1µl − µTl Σ−1x+ µTl Σ−1µl
) (3.15)
†This is a small abuse of notation: by P(A|B), I mean the probability that the random vari-
ables X1 = A given another random variable X2 = B. In Equation 3.11, X1 is the observation
and X2 is the class of that observation.
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Since the covariance matrices are assumed to be equal, the quadratic terms cancel
out, and the result is linear in x (hence it is a linear discriminant). If all pairs
are compared, the best estimate for the G(x) is the one such the log ratio is
always positive when compared to other hypotheses for the class. Therefore, after
collecting terms in Equation 3.15, the estimate of the class of x given by LDA is
Gˆ(x) = arg max
k
{
xTΣ−1µk − 12(µTkΣ−1µk) + log pik
}
(3.16)
The argument being maximized in Equation 3.16 is called the linear discriminant
function for class k, δk(x).
Of course, the true covariance matrix, Σ, and class means, {µk}Kk=1, are
unknown and must be estimated. The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) for
Gaussian distributions is used to estimate these from the training set data [40].
These estimates are the sample covariance and sample means, respectively.
The development of QDA proceeds the same way as LDA, but without the
assumption that the covariance matrices for each class are equal. Therefore, the
discriminant function analogous to the linear case (Equation 3.16) is quadratic
in x and a unique covariance matrix must be estimated along with the mean for
each class. This discriminant function is given by Equation 3.17.




log |Σk| − 12(x− µk)TΣ−1k (x− µk) + log pik
}
(3.17)
Figure 3.3 shows the results of LDA and QDA on synthetic data [17]. The
data shown is drawn from three classes in R2. The left panel shows the results of
applying LDA, in which linear decision boundaries are found, and the right panel
shows the results of QDA, in which the curved decision boundaries are quadratic in
x. The decision boundaries separating each estimated class, i.e., where the model
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estimates the boundary between the classes resides, is defined as the surface where
the discriminant functions for two classes are equal, e.g., δk(x) = δl(x). It is clear
that for the data shown in Figure 3.3, QDA separates the data better than LDA.
Figure 3.3: The results of LDA (left) and QDA (right) on a 3-class synthetic
dataset in R3. The purple lines are the decision boundaries between classes,
where the discriminant functions for the classes are equal. Taken from [17].
One computational consideration is worthy of note in this context: LDA
and QDA require that the estimate for the covariance matrix be positive defi-
nite†. There are two situations in which this is practically violated: there are not
enough training samples within each class to form a quality estimate, or the sam-
ple covariance is rank degenerate. This second situation was encountered in this
study, and it occurred because some columns of the sample covariance matrix were
linearly dependent—a consequence of several features/nuclides being coupled by
virtue of parent-daughter relationships brought about by radioactive decay [19].
†There may be a way around this, but this is the case in the Matlab implementation.
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When parent-daughter pairs are in some sort of equilibrium, this will most likely
manifest as linearly dependent features.
This treatment of LDA and QDA is fairly standard; for a more detailed
discussion including more computational considerations, as well as a connection
between LDA and classification relying on least-squares, see the text of Hastie et
al. [17].
3.4.2 Fisher’s Derivation of LDA and QDA
Fisher approached this classifier differently, and it is worthwhile to briefly
look at the classification task this way to gain additional insight [13]. The basic
idea is to project the data into a lower dimensional space where a simple decision
criterion may be applied. For example, consider the data in R2 shown in Fig-
ure 3.4. If the data is projected onto a line, then the natural decision criterion
would be if the projected value is greater than or less than some number that lies
between the projected classes. The one-dimensional projection of x, projw(x), is
given by Equation 3.18.
projw(x) = w
Tx (3.18)
The most immediate projection is along the line that joins the centroids of
each class (shown as open ellipses in Figure 3.4—the crosses are the centroids and
the ellipses show the classes’ covariance). This projection maximizes the distance
between the projected centroids (µ1 and µ2), shown in Equation 3.19.
wTµ2 − wTµ1 = wT (µ2 − µ1) (3.19)
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Figure 3.4: Data in R2 projected onto R1. The crosses are the centroids of the data
classes, and the colored ellipses show the covariance of each class. The histograms
show the density of the data after projection onto the line. The left pantel shows
the results after projecting onto the line that joins the centroids of the two classes.
The right panel shows the optimal projection found by minimizing the inner-class
variance and maximizing the inter-class variance after projection.
The projection shown in the left panel of Figure 3.4 maximizes this separation.
However, it is seen that this is not the ideal projection as the two project classes
(histograms) overlap.
Another option is to minimize the inner-class spread of each class (denoted
G1 and G2), given by Equation 3.20, is shown in the right panel.∑
xi∈G1
(wTxi − µ1)2 +
∑
xi∈G2
(wTxi − µ2)2 (3.20)
Fisher’s discriminant is based on maximizing the inter-class variance, which
is the square of Equation 3.19, while minimizing the inner-class variance given in
Equation 3.20. This may be accomplished by maximizing the ratio of these values.
Using matrix notion for the inter-class covariance, SB, and inner-class covariance,
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SW , the ideal projection, i.e., w, may be found by maximizing the ratio as shown
in Equation 3.21.





Using a change of variable, z = S
1
2
Ww, the above equation may be rewritten as
below.











This is the form of a Rayleigh quotient, which is maximized by the eigenvector
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue [19]. After finding the optimal zˆ, the
projection may be found by back substituting w = S
− 1
2
W z. The result of this
projection is shown in the right panel of Figure 3.4.
3.5 Support Vector Machines
SVMs were developed as a maximum margin binary classifier [10]. The
basic objective and solution to the SVM binary classifier is presented. As the full
development can become rather complicated, only the basic results are presented.
For more details, see the texts of Hastie et al. [17] or Bishop [7].
The objective is to separate two classes of p-dimensional data using a
(p− 1)-dimensional hyperplane. The equation for a hyperplane is given by Equa-
tion 3.23.
{x such that xTβ + β0 = 0} (3.23)
Here β is a unit vector that also defines the orientation of the hyperplane†. Thus,
f(x) = xTβ + β0 gives the signed distance from x to the plane.
†To see this, consider any vector defined by two points, x1 and x2, lying in the plane. By
construction (Equation 3.23), (x1 − x2)Tβ + β0 = 0. Thus, the inner product of a vector in the
plane and β is zero, so β is normal to the hyperplane.
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If the plane separates the two classes of data, and the two classes are
encoded as +1 and −1, the classification of a new point may be determined by
the sign of the signed distance, as shown in Equation 3.24.
G(xtest) = sign(x
T
testβ + β0) (3.24)
So the task is to find β and β0 such that yi(x
T
i β + β0) > 0 for all data
points in the training set, {xi}Ni=1. If this condition may be met, the two classes
are said to be separable, and we may consider the distance between each class of
data and the separating hyperplane, M . M is referred to as the margin and is
given by M = 1/‖β‖2. The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 3.5. The
hyperplane may be found by maximizing this margin, as shown in Equation 3.25.





i β + β0) ≥M ∀ i
(3.25)
This a convex optimization problem that may be solved using the method
of Lagrange multipliers [8]. First, the optimization problem is rewritten as in
Equation 3.26.







i β + β0) ≥M ∀i
(3.26)
The inequality constraint as written in Equation 3.26 is actually N con-
straints (one for each of the training data points). Introducing Lagrange multi-










i β + β0)− 1] (3.27)
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Figure 3.5: Geometry of the SVM classifier. In the separable case (left), a (p−1)-
dimensional hyperplane (solid line) is used to separate the two classes. In the
non-separable case (right), slack variables, {ξi}Ni=1, are used to allow some of the
training data to fall on the “wrong” side of the margin (dotted lines). Taken
from [17].



















Conditions for the optimality of the dual problem are called the Karush Kuhn
Tucker (KKT) conditions. One of the constraints is shown in Equation 3.30.
αi[yi(x
T
i β + β0)− 1] = 0 ∀ i (3.30)




i β + β0) = 1 ⇒ αi free
2. yi(x
T
i β + β0) 6= 1 ⇒ αi = 0.
In the first case, since yi(x
T
i β + β0) = 1, xi lies on the margin (see Figure 3.5)
and αi may be any value
†. In the second case, αi = 0, and xi does not factor into
the solution shown in Equation 3.29. Thus, only the xi that lie on the margin are
used in the final solution. These are the support vectors. In a typical problem, the
separating hyperplane is characterized by a small number of support vectors, thus,
SVMs produce decision boundaries that are written in terms of a small number
of the training observations.
In the case when the data is not separable, the SVM may still be found
using the introduction of so-called slack variables to the function being minimized
in Equation 3.26. This formulation, called the soft-margin formulation, allows for
some of the training data points to fall on the “wrong” side of the margin (see
Figure 3.5). The development of the solution proceeds in the same way and the
resulting dual function is actually the same as the separable case‡.
So far, only linear hyperplanes have been proposed to separate the training
data and classify new samples; however, sometimes data is not linearly separable.
On the other hand, fitting the linear hyperplane is fairly simple in terms of the
number of parameters that must be fitted. Luckily, employing the so-called “kernel
trick” allows the SVM to be extended and nonlinear separating surfaces to be
found without needing to change the general formulation [3].
†Due to another constraint of the KKT conditions, αi ≥ 0 ∀ i.
‡The introduction of the slack variables only amounts to imposing an additional constraint
on the solution.
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In order to do this, the input data will first be mapped into a higher-
dimensional space by a nonlinear function, Φ: x 7→ φ(x). In this higher-dimensional
space, the SVM will be applied to the mapped data, {φ(x)}Ni=1, and the linear deci-
sion boundary found in the new space corresponds to a nonlinear decision bound-
ary in the input feature space. Computing this mapping can present problems;
however, it turns out that the map does not matter [17].
First, note that the dual function only deals in terms of inner products
of the training data, and the actual data is never directly referenced. Rewriting












Here the 〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product. Additionally, classifying a test obser-
vation also only includes the inner products of the training data with the new
observation, as shown in Equation 3.32, which combines Equations 3.24 and 3.29








So the objective, solution, and classifier of the SVM may be written only using the
inner products of the training and test data. Thus, it is possible to perform and
apply a SVM classifier with a nonlinear mapping without ever finding the actual
mapping function as long as there is a way to take inner products in the mapped
space. Mercer’s theorem may be used to show that computing any function that
satisfies certain properties corresponds to the evaluation of inner products in some
vector space. Therefore, in practice, one is only concerned with trying various
kernels rather than different mapping functions. In light of this, Equation 3.32 is
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αiyiK(xtest, xi) + β0
)
(3.33)
Probably the most commonly used kernel is the RBF kernel, also commonly re-
ferred to as a Gaussian kernel, shown in Equation 3.34.





It should also be noted that this kernel formulation is not unique to SVMs,
and it may be applied to any learning algorithm which may be written entirely in
terms of inner products of the input data.
Figure 3.6 gives an example of the use of a kernel function to resolve non-
separable data†. The top left pane shows the original data in R2. Clearly, no
linear surface can separate the two classes of data (shown in different colors), and
it would be difficult to find a higher order surface that could adequately separate
the classes without gross error. To separate the data, the original points are first
mapped into R3 as shown in Equation 3.35.












The kernel for this function is given in Equation 3.36









In this new space, the data is separable using a plane, which is a linear
surface in R3. The result of this mapping and the nonlinear decision boundary
†Note, the actual coordinates of the data are not important here, as Figure 3.6 is meant to
serve as a qualitative example of how kernel mappings work.
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that the linear surface corresponds to after projecting back into R2 are shown in
Figure 3.6.
In order to generalize the binary SVM to a k-way problem, i.e., more than
two classes, different strategies have been proposed [17]. The approach used in this
study is referred to as “one-versus-one,” where a binary SVM classifier is trained
for each pair of classes, and a test point is classified by each classifier. Each
classifier’s prediction for Gˆi(xtest) is used as a vote, and the class with the most
votes is assigned as the predicted class of the test point as shown in Equation 3.37.
Gˆ(xtest) = mode{Gˆi(xtest)} (3.37)
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(a) Original data in R2 (b) The decision surface, linear in R3,
mapped back into R2, where it is non-
linear
(c) Results of mapping the original data into R3
Figure 3.6: An example of how a nonlinear mapping can make data separable.
The first pane (a) shows the original data in R2, which is projected into R3, shown
in (c), where it is separated by a linear plane (purple). The mapped data has been
offset vertically to aid visualization. The original data (open circles) is also shown.
Finally, the decision surface (black line) is projected back into R2 in (b).
3.6 Partial Least Squares
PLS is a linear regression technique, i.e., it aims to find a linear combi-
nation of the features of an observation that approximately equals the response.
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One method to finding the (p + 1)-dimensional regression vector, β, is by
minimizing the error in predictions over a training set, as shown in Equation 3.39.
When the measure used is the L2 norm as shown, the technique is commonly
referred to as least-squares.
βˆ = arg min
β
‖y − [1 X]β‖2 (3.39)
Here the 1 is a column vector of ones that is used to allow for the inclusion of the
constant β0 term in the predictions over the N samples (recall X ∈ RN×p). The
L2 norm is commonly used as this is the MLE for linear regression provided all the
needed inputs are available, the response is linearly dependent on the predictors,
and any noise in the data is white (meaning its means the mean vector is 0 and
every component of the noise vector is not correlated with any other components)
and homoscedastic (meaning the magnitude of the noise is not a function of the
data’s value) [40].
PLS replaces the original data in X with projections onto latent variables
(LVs), which are then used as input for a linear regression. Garthwaite gives
an excellent introduction to PLS, the construction of latent variables, and some
insight into interpreting the results [14]. The details of the construction of the
PLS model will not be discussed here, but some results and properties of the
model key to understanding the usage of PLS will be presented.
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First, the latent variables are linear combinations of the input features,





Here the collection of unit vectors in p-dimensional feature space are denoted
{ej}pj=1 and the coefficients for the ith LV, {aij}pj=1, are called the loadings for
that LV. The loadings indicate which of the input features contribute to each of
the LVs and the size of that contribution.
By construction (see Reference [14]), the collection of LVs, {LVi}pi=1, form
an orthogonal basis for the feature space [19]. Thus, each LV is orthogonal to
the others, i.e., 〈LVi, LVk〉 = 0 ∀ i 6= j, and the complete set spans the feature
space, so any x may be expressed in terms of this special basis. Additionally
by construction, each successive LV “explains” less variance in the data than the
previous LVs. In other words, the variance in the coordinates of the input data
onto the ith LV is less than the variance in the coordinates along all other LVj














In addition to explaining the most variance in the feature space, which is the
objective/definition of the principal components in PCA (see a general text such
as Hastie et al. [17] or Bishop [7]), PLS aims to construct latent variables that are
also highly correlated with the response(s) and useful for making predictions.
The training data is then projected onto this basis, and the regression of y
on this projection is carried out. The regression vector and the loadings are then
combined into a (p + 1)-vector, β, so one may find the predicted response of an
unknown test observation by Equation 3.38.
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As a consequence of Equation 3.41, the majority of the variation in the
training data is captured by the first q LVs, where q < min(p,Ntrain). Therefore,
the rest of the LVs are typically discarded and the expression of the data on
the remaining LVs amounts to a lower dimensional representation. The number
of latent variables to retain is a model parameter that must be chosen, and is
discussed in Section 4.2. By virtue of this truncation, PLS is typically more





In this chapter, the method to generate the data, test the classifier and
regression algorithms, and generate the final testing data is described.
4.1 Data Preparation
In order to test the predictive power of the algorithms described in Chap-
ter 3, nuclide composition information for SNF with a wide range of characteristics
was needed. In order to effectively train the models, it is important that the sam-
ples generated form a representative set of what may be expected if the method
were to be employed in a nuclear fuel reprocessing facility, which would presum-
ably accept fuels of a variety of burnup values, initial enrichment, cooling time,
and reactor type. If the training set only covered a small range of the possible
unobservables, this would lead to a small range of predictors, and the models
would likely have to extrapolate given unknowns that are quite different than
training observations, leading to potentially poor results. Additionally, relation-
ships between predictors and the response may change at different values of the
response. For example, 239Pu grows in very quickly at low burnup values, but then
its growth is slowed as 235U is depleted and a large fraction of the power comes
from the fissioning of 239Pu and the transmutation of 239Pu to higher actinides.
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As outlined in Section 3.1.1, three sets of data were used in tuning and
comparing the considered algorithms: training, testing, and validation. To do this,
a single large dataset was first generated and then split into the three separate
sets. Each set covered the range of variables considered, and no observations were
found in different datasets.
All the simulated spent fuel analyzed in this study was generated using
ORIGEN-ARP, version 5.1.01, which performed the requisite depletion calcula-
tions using the included cross section libraries [15]. Four variables were considered
to characterize the simulated fuel: reactor/assembly type, burnup, initial enrich-
ment, and cooling time. Table 4.1 gives the values considered for each of these
variables. A calculation was performed for every combination of these four vari-
ables. This yielded 1296 samples in total. For each of the PWR samples, a power
density of 32 MW/MTU was used, and a value of 23 MW/MTU was used for
each of the BWR samples. Three equal-length cycles, a basis of 1 MTU, and
100 % uptime were used in each calculation. These values were estimated from
the literature [21, 24].
To automate the process of preparing 1296 ORIGEN input files, a Mat-
lab function called “makeOrigenInp” (see Appendix B) was written to automate
writing the inputs. Using a simple script, this function was called for each combi-
nation of variables shown in Table 4.1, and ORIGEN was then run in batch mode
to perform all the depletion calculations. In order to have a “complete” listing of
the nuclides contained in SNF†, the top two hundred nuclides by activity at dis-
charge and their activities after the specified cooling time were output and saved
†Even taking the top two hundred nuclides from each sample, there are many more nuclides
in SNF; however, many of these would be in very small quantities and/or have very low activities
that would be difficult to measure.
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for each of these simulations. Given these “complete” nuclide vectors, subsets of
nuclides were chosen by the correlation analysis described in Section 3.2
Once the data was generated, the output files were read and parsed to
extract the name of the output nuclides and their corresponding activities after the
specified cooling time. This was done with a Matlab function, “readOrigendata”
(not shown), and then a master list of nuclides was created that included all
nuclides found in the 1296 samples. Once this list was created, the lists of nuclide
activities, referred to herein as nuclide vectors, were sorted to conform to the order
specified by the master list. If a particular nuclide vector did not have an entry
for a nuclide in the master list, a zero was inserted. See Appendix B for details.
Once the short-lived nuclides† were removed, this yielded a total of 218 nuclides.
To form the training set used in testing the algorithms, every fifth obser-
vation was removed from the complete dataset, and what was left was used for
training the models. The removed samples were split into the testing set and
validation set (every other observation was assigned to the testing set and the
remainder assigned to the validation set). By forming the sets this way, each set
was representative of the complete data described in Table 4.1, i.e., the total range
of burnup, initial enrichment, and cooling time values were covered. In total, the
training set contained 1036 samples, and the testing and validation sets each had
130 samples.
†Since the top 200 lists are formed based on the activities of the nuclides at discharge, many
of the high-activity short-lived fission products that appear in the top 200 lists completely decay
away during the 2, 3, 4, or 5-year cooling time periods. Thus, many of the nuclides in the master
nuclide list have zero activity for every sample in the dataset; these nuclides were removed from















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Using the data prepared as described, the different algorithms were trained,
tuned, and tested. Once the preferred algorithms and model parameters were
chosen (see Section 4.2), a single Matlab function called “burnup” was written to
automate the entire analysis process (see Section 5.4 and Appendix C). To test
this function, additional data was generated and analyzed. To avoid ambiguity,
this set of data will be referred to as the confirmation set.
The confirmation set was generated in ORIGEN in the same way as the
training, testing, and validation datasets. The same four parameters (assembly
type, initial enrichment, burnup, and cooling time) were varied. Values for these
parameters that were and were not explicitly trained for in the data used to
develop the burnup function were used in the simulations, and most importantly,
two new assembly types were included. By performing a depletion calculation
for every combination of these values, all combinations of trained and un-trained
values are represented in the confirmation set. Thus, if the chosen method of
analysis is more sensitive to a particular variable(s), e.g., the initial enrichment
must be explicitly trained for in the development of the analysis method, this
may possibly be studied in the testing of the analysis with burnup using the
confirmation set as unknowns. Table 4.2 summarizes the ORIGEN calculations
used to form the confirmation set. Only the values shown in Table 4.2 were altered.
Parameters such as power density and number of cycles were kept consistent with


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Matlab function called “corrAnalysis” was written to perform the cor-
relation analysis as described in Section 3.2, and it is shown in Appendix B. The
output of this function was an index that allowed the user to access the top n
nuclides as ranked by their correlation with the response. As the nuclides most
strongly correlated with reactor type, assembly type, and burnup would be differ-
ent, the correlation analysis was performed separately for each response (two-class
reactor type, six-class assembly type, and burnup), and unique indices were gen-
erated.
4.2.1 Reactor Type Classifier
The procedure for tuning and testing the classifier algorithms is shown in
Figure 4.1. First, a value(s) for the tunable model parameter(s) (such as k for
kNN) was chosen, the model trained, and then the model was used to classify the
observations in the testing set. The misclassification rate and any other results of
interest, such as run time were collected, a new value(s) for the model parameter(s)
chosen, and the process repeated. This procedure was followed for all values of the
model parameter(s) considered, and is labeled as the tuning stage in Figure 4.1.
After each of the models was applied to the testing set for each combination of
model parameter values, the optimal parameter(s) was chosen. Using the chosen
model parameter(s), the classifier was then applied to the validation dataset, and
the results of these classifications were used to compare the different classifiers.
This is the testing stage in Figure 4.1. For each of the classifiers, two experiments
were carried out:
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1. Attempt to develop a classifier that differentiates between the two reactor
classes: PWR and BWR. This is a two-class classification problem and will
be referred to as the reactor classification problem.
2. Attempt to develop a classifier that differentiates between the fuel assembly
types. This is a six-class classification problem and will be referred to as the
assembly classification problem.
For each of these experiments, the first step is to encode the classes. As
stated in Chapter 3, this amounts to assigning a number to each class, so the
response for the classification problem is a numerical vector. For the reactor
classification problem, PWR types were encoded as 1’s and BWRs were encoded
as 2’s for kNN, LDA, and QDA. To be consistent with the notation of Section 3.5,
PWRs were encoded as -1’s and BWRs were encoded as 1’s when SVMs were used.
For the assembly classification problem, the same encoding scheme was used for
all the algorithms, which is shown in Table 4.3. Note, encoding the six classes
as shown introduces artificial order to the classes. Knowing this, the three PWR
and three BWR fuel types were encoded in blocks, i.e., the PWRs are encoded as
1, 2, and 3 as opposed to 1, 3, and 6.








Table 4.3: Encoding scheme for the assembly classification problem.
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the process used to train, tune, and test the multi-
variate analysis methods.
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kNN In testing kNN, three model parameters were iterated on in the tuning
stage: number of features, n, distance metric, and number of neighbors to examine,
k. In applying kNN, there is no explicit training stage, as the training data is
compared to the observations to be classified (the samples in the testing set in the
case of tuning the model) and assign a classification label (see Section 3.3). The
value of k was varied from 1 to 50.
LDA LDA has only one model parameter, the number of features. As discussed
in Section 3.4, only a fairly small number of features could be used because using
too many features introduced linearly dependent columns to the training input
data, X, which led to an estimate for the covariance matrix, Σ, that was not
positive definite as required by LDA. This did not pose a significant problem, as
promising results were obtained before this limit was reached, and given compa-
rable performance, simpler models are preferred as they tend to better generalize
to other data [39].
QDA QDA has the same model parameters and was treated the same way as
LDA.
SVM “LS-SVMlab,” a Matlab implementation of LS-SVMs was used to test
SVMs on the reactor and assembly classification problems [9]. In both cases, the
RBF kernel was used. Unlike the other classifiers, there are two stages of model
parameter tuning. As shown in Figure 4.1, iterations of training the model and
making predictions on the testing set was used to find the optimal number of
features. During training, the cost parameters (see a reference on SVMs that
provides further details on the soft-margin problem formulation, such as Hastie
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et al. [17]) were tuned by applying 10-fold cross validation on the training data.
In cross validation, a number of the observations are removed from the training
data, and the model is trained and then tested on the removed observations. The
number of removed samples is chosen such that this process may be repeated and
every observation is removed in at least one repetition, each of which are called
folds. Hence, ten repetitions were performed each time the model was trained.
For each classifier, the optimal model parameters were found by finding
the first minimum in the testing errors. Taking the optimal parameters to be
those that gave rise to the first minimum encouraged a simpler model, which as
previously stated, tends to better generalize to new data.
The following section describes the experiments and procedures conducted
to test PLS’s ability to predict the burnup of SNF and determine if models specific
to the reactor class, i.e., one model trained on PWR data and another trained
on BWR data, perform better than a single model trained on and applied to all
LWR data.
4.2.2 Burnup Predictions
The hypothesis was that more accurate and precise† predictions could be
made using separate PLS models, one calibrated for PWRs and another calibrated
for BWRs. To test this hypothesis, three models were developed:
†While the precision of the burnup predictions via PLS was not calculated, methods for
estimating the precision include functions of the errors observed when testing the algorithm
on testing/validation data and the size of the residuals after unknown data is projected onto
the latent variables [12, 33]. In the first method, smaller testing errors would yield smaller
uncertainty estimations, and in the second case, the more similar the unknown data is to the
training data from which the latent variables are derived, the smaller the residuals would be. In
both cases, it is likely that the precision would improve if reactor-specific PLS models are used
as opposed to a single model.
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1. Prediction of burnup values of all reactor types, i.e., LWRs using LWR
training data.
2. Prediction of burnup values of PWRs using PWR training data.
3. Prediction of burnup values of BWRs using BWR training data.
The first model was developed using the training, testing, and validation
sets described in Section 4.1. The other two models were developed on subsets
of this dataset. First, the complete dataset was filtered to only include PWR or
BWR observations, then the training, testing, and validation sets were extracted
from the resulting dataset in the same way as was done with the complete data.
The procedure used to tune and test the PLS algorithm’s burnup predic-
tions is shown in Figure 4.1. First, a range of values for model parameters was
initialized. For PLS, the model parameters are the number of features (nuclides)
to include in the analysis, n (n < p, the number of total possible features), and
the number of latent variables, m. The value of n ranged from 1 to the length
of the correlation index, which is the number of nuclides for which the p-value
was less than 0.05 (see Section 3.2). The range of m is limited to one less than
the number of features used to train, n − 1, and less than the number of train-
ing samples. The maximum number of LVs value was also constrained to be less
than fifty to improve generalization, so m ∈ [1,min(Ntrain, n− 1, 50)]†. For every
combination of n and m, the data was parsed, a PLS model was trained, predic-
tions were made on the testing data, the error in predictions calculated, and the
†As stated in Section 3.6, past a point, additional latent variables only capture noise. In-
cluding these latent variables will cause the model to not generalize well to new data, and the
quality of the predictions will suffer. However, there is no noise in the simulated data, therefore,
it is difficult to ascertain how many latent variables to include.
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error averaged over the dataset and recorded. Then, the model parameters were
changed and the process repeated until all possible values of the model parameters
were evaluated.
Preprocessing steps were also treated as model parameters. Two proce-
dures were considered: area normalization and standardizing the data. In area
normalization, every observation is scaled such that the sum of all the features in
that observation is one, i.e.,
∑p
i=1 xi = 1. In standardizing, the training data is
examined and the mean and variance of each feature is found. Then, this mean is
removed from all observations and the result is scaled by the standard deviation
of each feature. This transform makes each feature in the training set have mean
zero and unit variance, and all the features are re-expressed in units of standard













)2 = Xij − µjσj (4.1)
The goal of applying area normalization is to negate the effect of differences in
total amount of activity between observations, while standardization aims to allow
variation in each feature to contribute equally. For example, if the activities
of 137Cs and 113Cd in a particular observation are 5% greater than the average
activities for each nuclide, this fluctuation should affect predictions equally even
though the activity of 137Cs is several orders of magnitude greater than that
of 113Cd. Each combination of these two preprocessing steps (4 combinations
total) was tried in the tuning stage. When both area normalization and data
standardization were used, area normalization was performed first and the area-
normalized data was input into the standardization function shown above.
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The results of the tuning phase were examined and the optimal model
parameters were then chosen. This process is somewhat difficult to do considering
how clean the simulated data is—the lack of process and measurement noise makes
identifying how many LVs to retain difficult†. One way to identify the correct
number of LVs to retain is to find m such that LVn captures mostly noise for
n ≥ m. An easy approach to finding m is to examine the loadings plots for each
of the LVs. The first l < m loadings will show structure and organization. For
instance, if the input data were spectra with peaks and/or valleys, one would
expect the loadings plots to look similar, as the peaks/valleys are the features
on which the model is most likely to focus. It would then be expected that the
loadings for LVn, n ≥ m, will feature more random behavior and noise than
structure. Due to the lack of noise in the synthetic data, this approach is difficult
if not impossible. Therefore, the “knee” heuristic was chosen. Typically, finding
such a knee (also sometimes referred to as an elbow) in a prediction error versus
model complexity (in this case, number of retained LVs) is a good heuristic for
the number of LVs to use, as using more starts to risk overfitting (see Figure 5.10
for an example of such a plot and the application of this heuristic)[4].
Once the optimal model parameters were chosen, the training and testing
data were parsed to include the top noptimal nuclides, a PLS model trained, and
predictions made on the testing set. The average error in prediction on the training
set was used to compare the performance of PLS for the three models enumerated
above. This tuning and testing procedure was repeated for the second and third
models.




This chapter discusses the results of feature selection for the reactor and
assembly classification problems and the feature selection results for burnup pre-
diction. The results of tuning each of the four considered classifiers is reviewed,
and the optimal model parameters are given. The classifiers are compared using
the results of applying each optimized classifier to the validation dataset, and a
classifier is chosen. The results of tuning and validating the PLS models are dis-
cussed, and the improvement in burnup predictions made using different models
calibrated for PWRs and BWRs versus using a single model calibrated using all
the data is shown.. Finally, the Matlab function “burnup” that combines the
chosen classifier and PLS models is described, and the results of analyzing the
confirmation dataset with this function are given.
5.1 Results of Feature Selection
In this section, the results of feature selection via the correlation analysis
described in Chapter 3 are discussed.
5.1.1 Feature Selection for Classification
Table 5.1 gives a list of nuclides important to classification of test obser-
vations as arising from PWRs versus BWRs, as identified by correlation analy-
sis. The left column gives the results of the correlation analysis for the reactor
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classification problem. The right column shows the results of the same analysis
performed on the assembly classification problem, encoded as described in Sec-
tion 4.2.1. The nuclides are listed in order of descending correlation with the
response. It should be noted that because of the artificial order introduced by
the encoding scheme used, correlation with the response is less informative in the
assembly classification problem than in the reactor classification problem.
As can be seen, both columns essentially contain the same nuclides in the
same order (at least until the correlation values drop below 0.30, which indicates
the feature is not useful for making predictions, in the assembly classification
problem). The major difference is the value of the correlations. The nuclide
most highly correlated with the response in the both the reactor and assembly
classification problems is 239Pu, which has a correlation of 0.9117 when two classes
are considered, but only a correlation value of 0.7767 in the case of six classes.
Typically, a correlation magnitude greater than 0.70 is considered to be a strong
correlation, and a magnitude less than 0.30 indicates the feature is not useful or
is possibly detrimental to predictions.
The explanation of this may be suggested by Figure 5.1, which shows the
training data, encoded as in the assembly classification problem. Only the values
of the two most important features (239Pu and 113mCd activities) are shown for
visualization. Clearly, the subgroups (fuel assembly type) of the two main classes
(PWRs and BWRs) highly overlap one another, thus the correlation between the
features and the six encoded classes is weaker than in the case of only two classes as
observations with similar feature values have different responses, thus weakening
the correlation between the features and response.
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Nuclides Useful for Reactor and Assembly Classification
Reactor Assembly
Correlation > 0.90 Correlation > 0.70
239Pu 239Pu
Correlation > 0.80 Correlation > 0.60
113mCd 113mCd
Correlation > 0.70 151Sm
151Sm 146Pm
146Pm Correlation > 0.50




241Pu Correlation > 0.40
Correlation > 0.40 157Tb












Table 5.1: List of features useful for the reactor and assembly classifi-
cation problems. Nuclides are listed in order of descending correlation
with the encoded classification. The left column shows the features
important to the reactor classification problem, and the right column
shows the features important to the assembly classification problem.
It may also be observed from examination of Figure 5.1 that the simplest
potential classifier would classify the unknown based on the 239Pu activity being
less than or greater than some value, approximately 275 Ci. This approach was
not taken as this univariate approach would be less robust to measurement error
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Figure 5.1: Training data for the assembly classification problem. The three
subclasses of the reactor classification problem (CE14x14, S14x14, and W17x17
are subgroups of the PWR class) heavily overlap.
or outside manipulation of the 239Pu concentration. Additionally, 239Pu is difficult
to measure nondestructively with gamma spectroscopy, which is the measurement
technique currently envisioned for the MIP Monitor.
Figure 5.2 shows the fission product yields from 233U, 235U, and 239Pu (only
235U is of interest). In pane (a), the fission products with high correlation to the
reactor class (2 classes) are labeled. All the nuclides important to the prediction
of the reactor class fall off the peaks of the bi-modal curve: 113mCd, 151Sm, 146Pm,
158Tb, 157Tb, 154Eu, 171Tm, and 147Sm. With the exception of 113mCd, all fall on
the right “wing” (the “wings” are the edges of the “humps,” where the fission
yield is quickly changing with fission product mass).
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(a) Nuclides important for reactor class predic-
tion
(b) Nuclides important for burnup prediction
Figure 5.2: Nuclides important for reactor class and burnup predictions, plotted
on fission yield curves. 5.2(a) shows the fission products important for reactor
class prediction and 5.2(b) shows the fission products most useful for making
burnup predictions. Adapted from [2].
5.1.2 Feature Selection for Burnup Prediction
Table 5.2 shows the nuclides strongly correlated† to burnup for the entire
dataset, the PWR subset, and the BWR subset. The three lists are quite similar:
all the nuclides in the LWR list are also found in roughly the same order in the
PWR and BWR lists. In the PWR and BWR subsets, there are more nuclides
with correlation greater than 0.95, and the same five nuclides appear in the PWR
and BWR lists but not the LWR list: 238Pu, 233Pa, 237Np, 154Eu, and 232U . Note,
†In this case, all the nuclides shown have correlation greater than 0.95.
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237Np and 233Pa both have higher correlation with burnup in the BWR dataset.
Since these two nuclides form a parent-daughter pair and are in secular equilibrium
after approximately 140 days†, which is far less than the minimum cooling time
considered in this study, they actually have the same correlation values (0.9691 in
the PWR dataset and 0.9736 in the BWR dataset).
Figure 5.2(b) shows the fission products from this list plotted on the fission
yield curve for 235U. As before, several of the nuclides fall on the “wings” of the
fission product yield curve: 79Se, 126Sb, 126mSb, 126Sn, and 129I. However, unlike
the case of predicting reactor class, several nuclides are on the peaks of the curve:
93Zr, 98Tc, 99Tc,137mBa, 137Cs, 145Pm, and 146Sm.
A possible explanation is as follows: Consider the two fuels that have been
in operation and subject to two different fluences, Φ1 > Φ2. Now consider two
fission products with different fission yields, γ1  γ2. The difference in cumulative
concentrations of the two fission products (neglecting decay) in the different fuels
would be γ1(Φ1 − Φ2) and γ2(Φ1 − Φ2). Using fluence as an analog for burnup,
the better indicator of fluence would seem to be the fission product that yields a
larger difference in concentration after the different fluences, which would be the
fission product with the greater yield.
†The half-life of 233Pa is approximately 27 days.
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Table 5.2: Nuclides important to predictions of burnup for LWRs,
PWRs, and BWRs. The left column shows the important nuclides as
found by correlation analysis on the entire dataset (PWR and BWR),
the middle and right columns show the results of the same analysis
on the PWR and BWR datasets. Nuclides are listed in order of de-
scending correlation with burnup and all have correlation greater than
0.95.
5.2 Reactor Type Classifier
In this section, the results of applying kNN, LDA, QDA, and SVMs, to the
reactor and assembly classification problems are discussed. No data preprocessing
was used before applying any of the classifiers.
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5.2.1 kNN
The errors on the testing set using kNN for two different distance metrics
are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.5. Figure 5.3 shows the misclassification rate
versus the number of features and number of neighbors when the L1 norm is used
as the measure of distance. In general, the error rate increases with the number
of neighbors, which is to be expected, as kNN is a technique that aims to classify
based on local structure as opposed to LDA which aims to capture global structure.
There are two regions where the model performs very well: one to five features
and one to approximately forty neighbors (not visible in Figure 5.3 due to the
viewing angle), and 60 to 110 features and one to five neighbors (very dark region
in the bottom left portion of the figure)†. In these regions, the misclassification
rate is zero or near zero. Using the L2 norm as the distance metric yields similar
results, as shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.5 shows the misclassification rate when the standardized L2 norm
is used. It is immediately apparent that this distance metric is much more forgiv-
ing in terms of the choice of model parameters: there is a large span of values for
which the model produces perfect classification on the testing data. This would
seem to suggest that using the standardized L2 yields a more robust model that
could perform better in the face of noise that one would expect when real-world
data is used. For this reason, the standardized L2 norm was chosen as the optimal
kNN distance metric for the reactor classification problem. Since many values of
k and n led to perfect classification on the testing data, the values k = 3 and
†More compactly, these two intervals of parameters are (n, k) ∈ ([1, 5], [1, 40]) and (n, k) ∈
([60, 110], [1, 5]).
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Figure 5.3: kNN applied to the testing dataset using the L1 norm and two (reactor
type) classes.The misclassification rate is shown versus n and k.
n = 2 were chosen, the hypothesis being that using n = 1 would not generalize
well if noise were introduced.
Table 5.3 gives the minimum misclassification rates on the testing set
achieved by kNN for the reactor and assembly classification problems for each
of the three tested distance metrics. For some choice of parameters, each of the
three metrics led to a model that gave perfect classification. The first two metrics
gave similar results when tested on the assembly classification problem; however,
by similar reasoning that led to choosing the third metric for the reactor classifi-
cation problem, using the L1 norm for the assembly classification problem seems
to be favorable compared to the L2 and standardized L2 norms.
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Figure 5.4: kNN applied to the testing dataset using the L2 norm and two (reactor
type) classes. The misclassification rate is shown versus n and k.
Minimum Testing Error for kNN




Table 5.3: Testing results of kNN for the reactor and assembly classification prob-
lems. The first, second, and third distance metrics are the L1, L2, and standard-
ized L2 norms, respectively.
Table 5.4 summarizes the results of applying kNN to the validation set.
The misclassification rate and run time per observation are given. For the reactor
classification problem, the third metric was used with k = 3 and n = 2. For the
assembly classification problem, the first metric was used with k = 3 and n = 2.
Computations were performed on an Apple MacBook Pro with a 2 GHz Intel Core
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Figure 5.5: kNN applied to the testing dataset using the standardized L2 norm
and two (reactor type) classes. The misclassification rate is shown versus n and
k.
i7 and Matlab Student Edition, 32 bit, version 7.10.0.499 (R2010a). No parallel
implementations of any algorithm were used.
Note, the run time statistic is a little misleading as the choice was made to
use a slightly more complex model in the case of reactor classification. Recall also
that the distance metric chosen as optimal for the reactor classification problem
was the standardized L2, which is computationally more expensive than the other
two metrics. This run time per sample was calculated by dividing the time to an-
alyze all the validation observations (130 observations) by the number of samples
to get an average time to analyze each sample.
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Validation Error of kNN
Misclassification [%] Run Time [ms/observation]
Reactor Classification 0.00 4.0146
Assembly Classification 6.92 0.0932
Table 5.4: Validation results of kNN for the reactor and assembly classification
problems. For the reactor classification problem, the standardized L2 distance
metric was used with k = 3 and n = 2. For the assembly classification problem,
the first metric was used with k = 3 and n = 2.
5.2.2 LDA and QDA
LDA and QDA were applied to the reactor classification problem using 1
to 27 features. The algorithms failed when more than 27 features were used since
the estimated covariance matrix (or matrices in the case of QDA) was not posi-
tive definite (see Section 3.4). The algorithms were also applied to the assembly
classification problem using 1 to 25 features, 25 being chosen for the upper limit
on the number of features as using any more caused the algorithm to fail due to
a non-positive definite estimate for the covariance matrix (or matrices for QDA).
LDA was able to perfectly classify the testing observations arising from PWRs or
BWRs when five or more features were used, and QDA was able to achieve perfect
results for any number features. Figure 5.6 summarizes the results, plotting the
testing error versus the number of features used.
In the assembly classification problem, LDA was able achieve a minimum
error of 6.15% when 25 features are used, and QDA was able to achieve perfect
classification when at least 18 features were used. QDA’s outperforming LDA
on both the reactor classification and assembly classification problems suggests
that the data is inherently nonlinear, which seems to also be supported by the
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Figure 5.6: Results of applying LDA (blue) and QDA (red) to the testing set for
reactor classification (solid line) and assembly classification (dotted line) problems.
The misclassification rate is shown versus the number of features used.
standardized L2 norm’s superior performance relative to the L1 norm when kNN
was applied to the assembly classification problem.
Figure 5.7 is a plot of the first three features, i.e., the activities of the three
nuclides with the highest correlation with reactor class (239Pu, 113mCd, and 151Sm)
of the testing dataset. The solid circles are the data in R3 and the open circles are
two projections of the data onto R2. A confusing point falling between the two
classes is labeled, and this point is misclassified when less than five features are
used. The misclassification of this point is responsible for the non-zero misclassi-
fication rate achieved by LDA on the testing set when four or fewer features are
used, seen in Figure 5.6. As more features are added, position of the confusing
point between the two classes becomes less ambiguous (there is no way to visualize
the data in R5 where this observation is correctly classified by LDA).
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Figure 5.7: Reactor classification testing data. The first three features as ranked
by the correlation analysis, 239Pu, 113mCd, and 151Sm activities, are shown. Note
the PWR data point that falls between the two classes. The filled circles are the
data in R3 and the open circles are two different projections of the data into R2 by
removing the 2nd or 3rd features. Projecting the data by removing the 1st feature
(not shown) yields highly overlapping classes.
Table 5.5 shows the misclassification rates and run times of LDA and QDA
using five features applied to the reactor classification problem and 25 and 18
features, respectively, when applied to the assembly classification problem. The
decision to perform QDA with five features on the reactor classification problem
was made because it was thought that, ultimately, using only one feature would
lead to poor results if noisy data was used†. The assembly classification results are
highly promising for possible future work, but only binary classifiers are considered
for use in the final analysis method described in Section 5.4.
†Noise and other effects expected in real-world data were not considered here, but further
development of the method would need to be able to generalize to real-world data. See Chapter 6
for more details on limitations of this work and suggestions for further work.
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While the run times are not prohibitively long, they are shorter than run
times of kNN (at least for some values of k and n), reviewed in the previous section.
If a different type of data with many more features (for instance, gamma spectra,
each with 8192 channels) was used, the longer run time of kNN compared to LDA
and QDA could become problematic. For example, the run times of the optimal
reactor classification and assembly classification kNN with the standardized L2
and L1 norms, respectively, were 4.941 (or as low as 0.1075 if different model
parameters are used) and 0.0858 ms/observation, respectively. Since kNN, LDA,
and QDA each have time complexities that are roughly linear, the run times
of each algorithm will scale linearly with the number of features. Additionally,
the Matlab implementations of LDA and QDA are not ideal for this application
since each call to the function retrains the model. If the model were trained and
the discriminant function(s) recovered and then repeatedly applied to test cases,
the run time could be shortened, increasing the advantage in run time LDA and
QDA have over kNN. On the hand, kNN can be implemented to run in parallel,
drastically decreasing the run time, although this level of optimization is out of
the scope of this study.







LDA (2-Class) 5 0.00 0.0474
LDA (6-Class) 25 2.31 0.0783
QDA (2-Class) 5 0.00 0.1011
QDA (6-Class) 18 0.77 0.0688




The SVM classifier gave perfect results on the testing data for binary clas-
sification and any number of features. Figure 5.8 gives an example of the binary
SVM classifier. For visualization, the classifier using only two features is shown.
The black line is the decision surface, and the colored regions are the areas “be-
longing” to each class. For example, if an unknown observation is projected into
the pink region, which corresponds to BWRs, then that observation will be clas-
sified as a BWR. Table 5.6 lists the support vectors used in this classifier, and
these support vectors are circled in Figure 5.9. Note that as expected, the support














SVMRBF kernel with 2 Classes and 2 Features
 
 















Figure 5.8: SVM binary classifier applied to the reactor classification data. The
first two features as output from the correlation analysis (see Section 4.2.1), 239Pu
and 113mCd, are used.
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Figure 5.9: Support vectors for the two-feature binary classifier shown in Fig-
ure 5.8.
Five features were chosen to agree with the chosen model parameters for
LDA and QDA and because it hypothesized that using a single feature would not
be robust to noise in future refinements of this technology. Again, the introduction
of noise in the data would necessarily make the choice of optimal model parameters
more clear cut. With this model, the classifier gave perfect classification on the
testing set, trained in 504.1000 ms†, and ran in 0.1526 ms/observation.
For the assembly classification problem, because of long training time (the
actual run time is longer than the computation time because of outputting and
saving data), the multiclass SVM was only run for 1 to 27 features. In this
†Looking ahead at the training time for the assembly classification problem, the difference in
training time is confusing, as a multiclass SVM requires multiple binary models to be trained.
This might be a result of the implementation and how Matlab calculates run times.
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range, perfect classification was achieved when at least five features were used.
Choosing to use five features, the SVM was trained in 97.6722 ms and gave perfect
classification on the validation set, running in 0.6788 ms/observation.
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Two-Class (Reactor), Two-Feature Support Vectors
PWR BWR
ce14x14 20000 2.5 2 ge7 30000 5 3
ce14x14 20000 2.5 3 ge7 30000 5 4
ce14x14 20000 2.5 4 ge7 30000 5 5
ce14x14 20000 2.5 5 ge7 34000 4.5 2
ce14x14 20000 3.5 3 ge7 34000 5 2
ce14x14 20000 3.5 4 ge7 34000 5 4
ce14x14 20000 3.5 5 ge7 34000 5 5
ce14x14 20000 3 2 ge7 35000 4.5 3
ce14x14 20000 3 4 ge7 35000 5 2
ce14x14 20000 3 5 ge7 35000 5 3
ce14x14 25000 2.5 3 ge7 35000 5 5
ce14x14 25000 2.5 4 ge7 36000 4.5 2
ce14x14 25000 2.5 5 ge7 36000 5 2
s14x14 20000 2.5 2 ge7 36000 5 3
s14x14 20000 2.5 3 ge7 36000 5 4
s14x14 20000 2.5 5 ge7 40000 4.5 2
s14x14 20000 3.5 2 ge7 40000 5 2
s14x14 20000 3.5 3 ge7 40000 5 3
s14x14 20000 3.5 4 ge7 40000 5 4
s14x14 20000 3 2 ge7 40000 5 5
s14x14 20000 3 3 ge7 45000 5 3
s14x14 20000 3 4 ge7 45000 5 4
s14x14 20000 3 5 ge7 45000 5 5
s14x14 20000 4 2 ge7 50000 5 2
s14x14 20000 4 4 ge7 50000 5 4
s14x14 20000 4 5 ge7 50000 5 5
s14x14 25000 2.5 2
s14x14 25000 2.5 3
s14x14 25000 2.5 4
Table 5.6: Support vectors for the two-class (PWR/BWR), two-
feature data. The first column are the support vectors that fall in
the PWR class, and the second column are the BWR class sup-
port vectors. The naming convention for the observation is (Assem-




As discussed in Section 4.2.2, many PLS models with different values for
the tuning parameters (number of features and number of LVs) were applied
to the testing data and the average value of the error in prediction, defined in
Section 3.1.2, was recorded. Figure 5.10 shows this value as a function of the
number of LVs retained. All the features were used.
A “knee” where the decrease in the error with additional LVs slows is
labeled, and it occurs at 7 LVs. There is another knee at 2 LVs as the decrease in
error when one additional LV is used; however the decrease in error with number
of LVs used increases past 4 LVs, ultimately leveling out at 7 LVs, thus making 7
LVs a good choice for the optimal number of LVs. In the case of the LWR data,
another choice would be 12 LVs, but the decision about the optimal number of
retained LVs was made by examining the PWR and BWR data. When seven LVs
are retained in the model, the testing error for all three datasets is below 0.50%,












Average Error in Prediction (All Nuclides)







































Number of Latent Variables = 7
Average Relative Error  ≤ 0.50%
Figure 5.10: Error in prediction made by PLS on the testing data using all the
features. The three lines correspond to the three different sets of data: LWR
(red), PWR (blue), and BWR (green).
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but the PWR- and BWR-specific models (blue and green lines, respectively, in
Figure 5.10) show less error.
Figure 5.11 shows similar data but the number of input features is varied.
In each of the three panes, the number of features used in each model was chosen
by applying a threshold to the value of the correlation. For example, in pane (a),
in each of the three datasets, only features with correlations of at least 0.70 were
used. In all cases, either six or seven LVs were chosen to be optimal using the
“knee” heuristic described above.
Figure 5.12 shows the testing error and the correlation values as a function
of the number of features used for PLS models using six LVs (as the ideal number
of LVs is either six or seven depending on the number of features used, six LVs
was chosen as a constant to isolate the effect of changing the number of nuclides
while keeping other model parameters constant). Note, since the features are
sorted by the correlation value, the correlation for the nth nuclide is the minimum
correlation of the first n nuclides, and when a PLS model is made with these first
n features and six LVs, the resulting testing error is shown on the graph where the
abscissa value equals n. The colors indicate the dataset, LWR (red), PWR (blue),
and BWR (green), and the line style differentiates between the testing error (solid
lines) and the correlation values (dotted line).
The strength of the correlation between each feature and the response
(burnup) was chosen as the decision criterion for the amount of features to use in
each model, as this has more intrinsic value than the testing error, the behavior
of which may be specific to the particular dataset used and may not behave
identically if a different dataset were used. In contrast, the correlation between
features and burnup is a direct reflection of the relationship between them and
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does not depend on the dataset. Thus, it was chosen to chose n such that the
absolute value of the correlation for the first n nuclides was at least 0.90. For the
LWR, PWR, and BWR datasets, this yielded 30, 48, and 45 nuclides, respectively.
This decision is supported by the data shown in Figure 5.12, which shows that
the prediction error is near minimum for each model when the given number of
nuclides are used.
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Number of Latent Variables = 7
Average Error in Prediction   ≤ 0.20%
(a) |Correlation| ≥ 0.70










































Number of Latent Variables Retained






Number of Latent Variables = 6
Average Relative Error  ≤ 0.2%
(b) |Correlation| ≥ 0.80
















































Number of Latent Variables = 7
Average Error   ≤ 0.1%
(c) |Correlation| ≥ 0.90
Figure 5.11: Testing results of PLS using different numbers of features. The
number of features to use for each pane and dataset were chosen such that only
features with correlations values above a threshold were used in the model. In
5.11(a), 5.11(b), and 5.11(c), this threshold was 0.70, 0.80, and 0.90, respectively.
In each pane, the results of training and testing PLS on the entire (LWR) dataset
is shown in red, and the results of training and testing separate models for PWRs
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Figure 5.13 shows the regression vector obtained when the PWR dataset
was analyzed and seven LVs retained, plotted against the index, i.e., β0 (the con-
stant in Equation 3.38) is at abscissa equal to one and β3 is at abscissa equal to
four. Several areas of interest are labeled. The first is the highly negative coef-
ficient belonging to 233Pa and the adjacent large positive coefficient belonging to
237Np. These nuclides are in secular equilibrium at all cooling times considered,
therefore, their activities are highly correlated. When features are highly corre-
lated, it is common that their contributions to the regression vector will be large
and opposite in sign in order to balance each other [17].
Also labeled are the coefficients belonging to 126mSb, 126Sn, and 126Sb.
126Sn decays into 126Sb and its metastable state. Considering the small probability
of the metastable state arising and summing the contributions from 126mSb and
126Sn, their coefficients in the regression vector work to balance the coefficient
corresponding to 126Sb.
The coefficients of the regression vector corresponding to 221Fr, 225Ra,
217At, and 225Ac are all the same. The nuclides form the decay chain shown
below.
225Ra
β−→ 225Ac α−→ 221Fr α−→ 217At (5.1)
Lastly, the coefficients corresponding to 90Sr and 90Y, as well as 213Bi and 209Pb,
two additional parent-daughter pairs†, are also the same.
Table 5.7 shows the validation error for each of the three datasets using
only features very strongly correlated with burnup (values greater than 0.95),
†There is the intermediate 213Po or 209Tl in the decay of 213Bi to 209Pb. Both nuclides
are much shorter-lived than 213Po, which have half-lives of 4.2 µs, 2.2 min., and 45.59 min.,
respectively.
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Figure 5.13: PLS regression vector for PWR dataset. Labeled are the coeffi-
cients corresponding to 237Np and 233Pa, which are in secular equilibrium for all
of the cooling times considered; 126mSb, 126Sn, and 126Sb, which are also related by
parent-daughter relationships; 221Fr, 225Ra, 217At, and 225Ac, which form a decay
chain; and 90Sr which decays into 90Y·
seven LVs, and no preprocessing. Using the reactor-specific PLS models improves
the accuracy of the predictions: the error in prediction on the PWR dataset was a
factor of 1.95 smaller than using the model trained on all the data (0.43% versus
0.22%), and the error in prediction on the BWR dataset improved by a factor of
1.88 (0.64% versus 0.34%).
Table 5.8 shows the same data, but with the inclusion of data prepro-
cessing with the function “zScoreData.” The errors in prediction are an order of
magnitude smaller than those shown in Table 5.7 when the preprocessing was
omitted. Similarly, using the reactor-specific PLS models improves the error in
prediction; however, the error in prediction surprisingly worsens for the PWR
subset, although this change is relatively small (0.077− 0.072/0.072 = 6.9%).
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PLS Validation Error




Table 5.7: PLS validation error for the LWR, PWR, and BWR
datasets when the data is not preprocessed with zScoreData.
The error entry for the LWR model shows the overall error, the
error for the PWR subset, and the error for the BWR subset.
PLS Validation Error




Table 5.8: PLS validation error for the LWR, PWR, and BWR
datasets when the data is preprocessed with zScoreData. The
error entry for the LWR model shows the overall error, the error
for the PWR subset, and the error for the BWR subset.
5.4 Final Burnup Code
In this section, the combined analysis code, “burnup,” is discussed, includ-
ing the selected models, model tuning parameters, and the sequence of operations
in the analysis. After, the results of analyzing the confirmation set are shown and
discussed.
5.4.1 Burnup
A Matlab function called “burnup” was written to combine the reactor-type
classification and burnup prediction analysis developed in the preceding sections.
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The function retrieves *.plt file(s) output from ORIGEN-ARP†, parses and pre-
processes the vector(s), classifies the observation(s) as arising from a PWR or
BWR using QDA, then applies the appropriate PLS model to predict the burnup
of the SNF. The function comes with a folder of helper functions (shown in Sec-
tion C.2 in the Appendix). The data to be analyzed is stored in the “OrigenData”
folder.
Figure 5.14 shows the sequence of steps that are executed in the analy-
sis performed by “burnup.” The name of an ORIGEN *.plt file is input into the
function. The function opens the file, which is stored in a subfolder called “Ori-
genData,” and reads the names of the nuclides and the activity of each nuclide
after the cooling time specified in ORIGEN, which is the last time step in the *.plt
file. This data is then resorted to conform to the master nuclide list described
in Section 4.1. This portion of the code is the front-end of the analysis, and the
sorted nuclide vector is passed to the other two portions of the code: the classi-
fier and regression sections. These functionalities are performed by the functions
“readOrigenData” and “conformOutput,” which are stored in the “helpers” folder
and are shown in Section C.2 in the Appendix.
In the classifier section, the nuclide vector is parsed to only include the
top-five nuclides according to their correlation with reactor class as determined in
Section 5.1.1. The decision to use QDA with five features was made according to
the results of testing the different classifiers, discussed in Section 5.2. No other
preprocessing is required. This parsed data is the test observation and is classified
†The code was written in a modular fashion, so the function could easily be modified to
accept nuclide vectors of SNF from other data sources.
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Figure 5.14: Block diagram of the function “burnup” and its associated helper
functions that apply the classification and regression models developed and per-
form the associated intermediate tasks.
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as belonging to a PWR or BWR by QDA. The result is passed to the regression
section along with the original sorted nuclide vector output from the front-end.
In the regression section, the optimal parameters for burnup prediction
are set according to the result of the classification section. Table 5.9 shows these
parameters. Note, nuclides’ correlation with burnup is different for PWRs and
BWRs as discussed in Section 5.1.2, so the top n nuclides as ranked by correlation
with the response used for burnup analysis of an observation classified as being a
PWR might not be the same as the top n nuclides as ranked by correlation with
the response in the analysis of a BWR test sample. Additionally, if they were the
same, they would likely be in a different order†. The training observations and
responses are also different. If desired, the data is preprocessed by normalizing
the test vector to have unit area (
∑p
i=1 xi = 1) and/or normalized to have mean
zero and unit variance‡, which is performed by the functions “areaNorm” and
“zScoreData.” PLS is then applied to make a prediction of the burnup. The
predicted reactor class and burnup are then output by the function.
Another function, “burnupBatch,” was also written to aid in analyzing nu-
merous test observations. This function finds all the *.plt files in the OrigenData
folder, and then analyzes each with “burnup.” This function then outputs a Mat-
lab structure with three fields: the name of each file, the predicted reactor class of
†If the regression vectors for each of the PLS models were found ahead of time and stored
within the program’s data file, then the order of the features, which would be different for the
PWR and BWR cases (see Table 5.2), must be correct. If the PLS training is done at run time
as it currently the case, the order is irrelevant, provided the correct nuclides are chosen and
input into the model.
‡“zScoreData” mean-centers the training data and then normalizes each feature to have unit
variance, i.e., the mean of each feature in the training data is subtracted and the result is
divided by the standard deviation of the feature in the training data, and these transformations
are applied to the test nuclide vector. Thus, each feature in a set of test observations would




Number of Features 48 45
Normalization No No
zScore Yes Yes
Number of LVs 7 7
Table 5.9: PLS parameters used in the function “bur-
nup” for making burnup predictions of PWRs and
BWRs.
each file, and the predicted burnup of each file. An example of this input/output
is given in the next section.
5.4.2 Testing “Burnup” on the Confirmation Set
The aforementioned functions were used to analyze the test observations in
the confirmation set, which is described in Section 4.1. All the ORIGEN output,
including the output files, *.plt files, and other miscellaneous files were first put
into the “OrigenData” folder. Figure 5.15 is a code excerpt showing how to use
“burnup” in batch mode and two ways to access the results.
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r = burnupBatch ( ) ;
% unpack the s t r u c t u r e
f i l eNames = { r . f i l e } ;
c l a s s e s = { r . r e a c t o r } ;
burn = { r . burnup } ;
% two e q u i v a l e n t ways to r e f e r e n c e
% the t h i r d f i l e name
f i l eNames {3}
r ( 3 ) . f i l e
Figure 5.15: Example execution of “burnupBatch” and
two ways of retrieving data from the returned structure.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the confirmation set includes test cases that
have parameters (fuel assembly type, initial enrichment, and cooling time) that
were and were not explicitly represented in the training, testing, and validation
sets. For example, the confirmation set includes the CE16x16 fuel assembly type,
which is not found in the other datasets. Additionally, and initial enrichment
of 3.75 wt% was not used in the development data. The simulated burnup val-
ues spanned and were contained in the range found in the training, testing, and
validation sets.
Accordingly, subsets of the results of the analyses on the confirmation set
were examined. These subsets were chosen to capture all combinations of cali-
brated and uncalibrated parameters. For example, one subset includes only the
observations that have assembly type and cooling times that are found exactly
in the development data, but the enrichment value is not found in the develop-
ment data. This subset is labeled as having an uncalibrated enrichment variable.
Another subset includes only those observations that have a cooling time and as-
sembly type that are not found in the development data. This subset is labeled
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as having cooling time and assembly type as uncalibrated values. All possible
subsets were found, including the subsets were assembly type, enrichment, and
cooling time took values found exactly in the development data, and a total sub-
set, which is the entire confirmation set. For each of these subsets, the number of
confirmation set observations, misclassification rate, and average error in burnup
prediction is given in Table 5.10. Additionally, statistics on the burnup error for
each subset are given.
Analyzing the 240 confirmation observations using “burnupBatch” took
a total time of 48.2657 seconds, which is 20.1107 ms/observation, including the
time needed to read in and parse the *.plt file from ORIGEN-ARP. As previously
stated, the Matlab implementation of QDA is written in a way such that the
classifier is trained at run time, meaning the model is retrained each time a test
observation is classified. Accordingly, for simplicity, “burnup” retrains the PLS
model every time a test case is processed. The training time of PLS is approxi-
mately 3.6 ms, and this time could be subtracted from the run time of “burnup”
with a modification of the code. The slowest portion of the code is the front-end of
the function, which is responsible for 93.5% of the run time. The contributions to
the run time were determined by timing the various portions of the code shown in
Figure 5.14 using Matlab’s “tic” and “toc” commands. Each portion of the code
was timed as several observations were analyzed, and the results were averaged.
For all subsets, the classification was perfect and the burnup predictions
were extremely accurate. The second, third, and fourth entries of Table 5.10,
apparently the analysis is most sensitive to the assembly type. Looking at the
other subsets where the assembly type was not found in the training, testing,
and validation sets, this conclusion seems to be valid. Note, the largest error
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is when the cooling time and assembly type are uncalibrated values. When the
enrichment is also uncalibrated, the error is reduced, suggesting that, in some
sense, moving the assembly type and cooling time away from values found in
the development data drove the test observation towards a dissimilar observation,
biasing the prediction result, but changing the enrichment as well caused the
observation to still be different than the training samples on which the model is
built, but with less bias. Looking at the average error in burnup prediction for the
subsets, the mean of these errors is 0.0316%, and the standard deviation of these
values is 0.0057%, which is approximately 18% of the mean error. This implies
that, at least with the circumstances studied in this work, the difference between
the model performance on test sets of calibrated and uncalibrated parameters as





















































































































































































































































































































































































A method to predict the burnup of SNF from the activities of its constituent
nuclides using reactor-specific PLS models was developed. In order to make it
possible to apply models trained for the correct reactor class, four multivariate
classifiers were tested in order to develop a method to classify SNF based on the
class of its reactor of origin: kNN, LDA, QDA, and SVMs. These classifiers were
used to classify SNF into either two classes (the class of the reactor of origin,
i.e., PWR or BWR) or six different classes (the fuel assembly type, e.g., CE14x14
versus W17x17.).
All the data used to train, validate, and test the models were generated in
ORIGEN-ARP. All further processing was done in Matlab. As a part of model
development, nuclides highly correlated with reactor class and burnup were iden-
tified, and the number of nuclides to include in the models served as an additional
parameter in the models. Each classifier model was tuned to find optimal model
parameters using the training and testing data and then applied to the validation
data. The results of each model’s performance on the testing data was compared
to one another. These results, apparent robustness to noise, and model complex-
ity were used as criteria to choose a classifying method. This same approach was
also applied to developing ideal PLS models.
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It was determined that PLS models trained specifically for PWR or BWR
fuel types performed better than a general model developed to make predictions
on PWRs and BWRs. Nuclides that had a correlation value with burnup of least
at 0.90 were used to construct PLS models. By training two separate models, one
for PWRs and one for BWRs, the average error in the burnup predictions was
improved by approximately 7.6% relative to the predictions made by a PLS model
trained on a combined dataset of PWRs and BWRs.
All of the tested classifiers successfully classified the test cases as coming
from PWRs versus BWR; however, due to simplicity and apparent robustness to
noise and model tuning, QDA with five input features was chosen to use for the
final analysis technique. Additionally, several of the algorithms, including QDA,
were able to successfully classify the samples according to the fuel assembly type
(six classes), assuming all anticipated fuel types were available for training. While
not used in the final analysis, this ability may prove useful when the technique
is extended to predict other quantities of interest such as initial enrichment or
chemical process conditions during subsequent separation stages.
Once the final models were chosen, all the required steps of the analysis,
including data reading, parsing, preprocessing, analysis, and output were com-
bined into a single function called “burnup.” An additional dataset that included
simulated SNF with different fuel assembly types, initial 235U enrichments, and
cooling times than those found in the data used to develop the analysis technique
(referred to as uncalibrated values) was generated in ORIGEN and used to test
“burnup.” Subsets of this dataset corresponding to which parameters took uncal-
ibrated values were formed, and the misclassification rates and error in burnup
predictions for each of these subsets was calculated.
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The results for each of the subsets were quite consistent: perfect binary
classification was achieved for each of the sets and the mean error in burnup predic-
tion was 0.0316%, with minimum and maximum values of 0.0257% and 0.0417%,
respectively. This would seem to indicate the analysis technique, including the
chosen models, model parameters, and the data used to train the models, is fairly
robust to test data that is somewhat different than the data used to generate the
models.
6.2 Limitations
There are several limitations to this work and its conclusions, briefly out-
lined below.
Simulated, noise-free data All the data used in this study was simulated, and
therefore does not include measurement error, statistical fluctuations, inter-
ferences, and errors in calibration values. This causes many of the models
to perform much better than they would likely perform in the face of these
sources of noise. Additionally, it makes identifying overfitting difficult, as
there is little noise for the models to capture. It is likely that overfitting
would occur if noise were added and the models used with the same param-
eters.
Large number of training samples A very large training set was used to
generate all of the models. If real-world data was used, it is unlikely that
over 1000 samples could be amassed and measurements taken to train the
models.
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Lack of replicates Since the data was all simulated and “perfect” with regard
to noise and other types of error, there was no reason to incorporate replicate
observations of a single sample. If real-world data with errors were used,
replicates would likely need to be considered.
No regard for measurement ability All the data was simulated and processed
without regard for the detectability of the nuclides. For example, 113mCd was
identified as a useful nuclide for reactor classification; however, this nuclide
only emits a beta particle. While this does not make detection impossible,
it makes the situation more complicated. In a similar train of thought,
with real-world data, it is likely that not every feature would be detected in
every observation. Therefore, some observations would likely have missing
features. Model performance in the face of these types of error was not
considered.
Limited fidelity of simulations Using only ORIGEN as opposed to other
more involved coupled radiation transport and fuel depletion simulations
limits the fidelity of the calculations and the variety of the conditions that
may be modeled.
Limited uncalibrated values in confirmation set Only three reactor pa-
rameters (assembly type, initial enrichment, and cooling time) were varied
in the calibration set used to test the technique. Additionally, the amount
of difference between a calibrated and uncalibrated value for these param-
eters was fairly small (3 year cooling time versus 3.25 is approximately 8%
different).
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6.3 Suggestions for Further Work
To expand and improve on the developed analysis technique and address
the limitations presented in the previous sections, several suggestions for further
work are presented. Extensions of this work could include the prediction of addi-
tional quantities of interest, which model(s) to use for these predictions, in what
order to make the predictions to best use the learned information, etc. Moreover,
combinations of the suggested avenues are logical to pursue together, for instance,
the addition of noise and generation of spectra. To keep this section concise, these
combinations are not explicitly listed.
Use real-world data The most obvious avenue for further work would be to
use real-world data. This could address all of the limitations addressed
in the previous section: the data would necessarily include noise, fewer
samples could be obtained for use, the ability to detect various nuclides
would be addressed, replicates could and probably should be taken, there
are no simulations involved, and because of the limited number of samples
that could be obtained, the confirmation set would likely be more “difficult”
and have more uncalibrated values. However, this step presents numerous
additional difficulties, both logistically and technically.
Add noise Noise could be added to the input features of the training, testing,
or both sets, as well as the response of the training set. Additionally, how
to best add this noise should be investigated. For example, should the
noise be drawn from a uniform (simple), Poisson (good for adding noise to
a spectra), Normal (widely applicable), or some other distribution? This
noise should probably also respect parent-daughter relationships and could
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take into account the detectability of each nuclide. For example, adding
noise that is inversely proportional to the gamma intensity if gamma spectra
are the ultimate endgame; however, this approach would not incorporate
interferences.
Use of replicates If noise were added, the use of replicates would likely be a
good avenue of research, as multiple measurements of a single sample, each
with different noise, could allow some algorithms to “average out” the noise.
Investigate the effects of training data Less training data could be used to
investigate the models’ sensitivities to “gaps” in the training data. Also,
different arrangements of training data could be used, e.g., many samples
in the middle of the expected range of parameters versus equally spaced
samples.
Use different types of data Different types of data should be considered. For
instance, a fairly simple improvement would be to use the ORIGEN data
as input to simulate analytical measurements that could be made in the
laboratory. For example, gamma spectra could be simulated and used to test
the technique’s performance. This improvement would begin to incorporate
more features of real-world data: interferences, issues of detectability such as
low likelihood of photon emission or absence of emitted photons, noise from
Compton effects, and other stochastic effects depending on the simulation
method. This work could also include simulating multiple types of data, such
as gamma spectra and beta-gamma coincidence spectra or UV-Vis spectra.
Some of the algorithms employed in this work could fail when different types
of data are used and different methods would need to be explored.
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Investigate the efficacy of using more classes Each of the four classifiers
investigated were able to classify the test cases into six classes according to
their fuel assembly type; however, investigation into the usefulness of this
information in making more specific PLS models was not pursued.
Pursue higher fidelity modeling While ORIGEN is a useful code, when used
alone, it is limited in the parameters that may be varied. Additionally,
not all of the functionality provided in ORIGEN was used. More accurate
simulations either with more precise ORIGEN calculations or using a code
that couples radiation transport and depletion could be pursued.
Include more variation in the confirmation set Only three uncalibrated
values were considered in the confirmation set. Varying more reactor param-
eters, such as power density, uptime, number of refueling cycles, etc. could
be considered to test the methodology’s sensitivity to these quantities. Ad-
ditionally, values that are more different from those used in the development
of the models should be used, e.g., attempt to analyze samples with cooling






A.1 Sample ORIGEN Input File
Given is an example ORIGEN input file written using “makeOrigenInp.m”.
This example simulated GE7x7-0 fuel with an initial enrichment of 4 wt%, burned


















0$$ a4 33 a11 71 e t
ge7x7-0
3$$ 33 a3 1 27 a16 2 a33 18 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 10 10 a6 3 a10 0 a13 4 a15 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 1e-05 0.3333333 e t
Cycle 1 -ge7_40000_4_3
1 MTU
58** 23 23 23 23 23
23 23 23 23 23
60** 57.97101 115.9420 173.9130 231.8841 289.8551
347.8261 405.7971 463.7681 521.7391 579.7101
66$$ a1 2 a5 2 a9 2 e
73$$ 922340 922350 922360 922380
74** 360 40000 186 959454
75$$ 2 2 2 2
t
ge7x7-0
3$$ 33 a3 2 27 a33 18 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 10 10 a6 3 a10 10 a15 3 a18 1 e
57** 579.7101 a3 1e-05 0.3333333 e t
Cycle 2 -ge7_40000_4_3
1 MTU
58** 23 23 23 23 23
23 23 23 23 23
60** 637.6812 695.6522 753.6232 811.5942 869.5652
927.5362 985.5072 1043.478 1101.449 1159.420
66$$ a1 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
ge7x7-0
3$$ 33 a3 3 27 a33 18 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 10 10 a10 10 a15 3 a18 1 e
57** 1159.420 a3 1e-05 0.3333333 e t
Cycle 3 -ge7_40000_4_3
1 MTU
58** 23 23 23 23 23
23 23 23 23 23
60** 1217.391 1275.362 1333.333 1391.304 1449.275
1507.246 1565.217 1623.188 1681.159 1739.130
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66$$ a1 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
54$$ a8 1 a11 0 e
56$$ a2 8 a6 1 a10 10 a14 5 a15 3 a17 2 e
57** 0 a3 1e-05 e
95$$ 0 t
Cycle 3 Down - ge7_40000_4_3
1 MTU
60** 0.001 0.003 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3
61** f0.05
65$$
’Gram-Atoms Grams Curies Watts-All Watts-Gamma
3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z 6z
3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z 6z
3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z 6z
81$$ 2 0 26 1 a7 200 e
82$$ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 e
83**
1.0000000e+07 8.0000000e+06 6.5000000e+06 5.0000000e+06 4.0000000e+06
3.0000000e+06 2.5000000e+06 2.0000000e+06 1.6600000e+06 1.3300000e+06
1.0000000e+06 8.0000000e+05 6.0000000e+05 4.0000000e+05 3.0000000e+05
2.0000000e+05 1.0000000e+05 5.0000000e+04 1.0000000e+04 e
84**
2.0000000e+07 6.4340000e+06 3.0000000e+06 1.8500000e+06
1.4000000e+06 9.0000000e+05 4.0000000e+05 1.0000000e+05 1.7000000e+04
3.0000000e+03 5.5000000e+02 1.0000000e+02 3.0000000e+01 1.0000000e+01
3.0499900e+00 1.7700000e+00 1.2999900e+00 1.1299900e+00 1.0000000e+00
8.0000000e-01 4.0000000e-01 3.2500000e-01 2.2500000e-01 9.9999850e-02
5.0000000e-02 3.0000000e-02 9.9999980e-03 1.0000000e-05 e
t
56$$ 0 0 a10 1 e t
56$$ 0 0 a10 2 e t
56$$ 0 0 a10 3 e t
56$$ 0 0 a10 4 e t
56$$ 0 0 a10 5 e t
56$$ 0 0 a10 6 e t
56$$ 0 0 a10 7 e t













copy ft71f001 "C:\Users\Kenneth Dayman\Documents\Masters PCA Origen Runs\ge7_40000_4_3.f71"
del ft71f001
end
A.2 Sample ORIGEN Output
Shown is a sample output *.plt file generated in ORIGEN. The output
shown corresponds to Atrium9-9 fuel with an initial enrichment of 3.5 wt%, burned
to a discharge burnup of 22.5 MTU/kgU, allowed to cooled for 3 years.





1.000E-03 3.000E-03 1.000E-02 3.000E-02 1.000E-01 3.000E-01 1.000E+00 3.000E+00
pr144 8.707E+05 8.691E+05 8.638E+05 8.485E+05 7.974E+05 6.675E+05 3.583E+05 6.059E+04
ce144 8.707E+05 8.691E+05 8.637E+05 8.485E+05 7.973E+05 6.675E+05 3.583E+05 6.058E+04
pm147 1.555E+05 1.556E+05 1.560E+05 1.566E+05 1.556E+05 1.481E+05 1.231E+05 7.254E+04
rh106 2.555E+05 2.551E+05 2.539E+05 2.505E+05 2.388E+05 2.084E+05 1.293E+05 3.308E+04
ru106 2.555E+05 2.551E+05 2.539E+05 2.505E+05 2.388E+05 2.084E+05 1.293E+05 3.308E+04
cs137 7.295E+04 7.295E+04 7.294E+04 7.290E+04 7.279E+04 7.245E+04 7.129E+04 6.807E+04
ba137m 6.889E+04 6.889E+04 6.888E+04 6.884E+04 6.873E+04 6.842E+04 6.732E+04 6.428E+04
y90 6.158E+04 6.130E+04 6.065E+04 6.005E+04 5.984E+04 5.955E+04 5.853E+04 5.572E+04
sr90 5.997E+04 5.997E+04 5.996E+04 5.993E+04 5.983E+04 5.953E+04 5.851E+04 5.570E+04
pu241 5.618E+04 5.617E+04 5.615E+04 5.610E+04 5.591E+04 5.537E+04 5.353E+04 4.860E+04
cs134 5.334E+04 5.330E+04 5.318E+04 5.282E+04 5.159E+04 4.824E+04 3.812E+04 1.946E+04
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kr85 7.699E+03 7.699E+03 7.695E+03 7.685E+03 7.651E+03 7.552E+03 7.218E+03 6.342E+03
nb95 1.119E+06 1.119E+06 1.117E+06 1.105E+06 1.004E+06 5.960E+05 4.595E+04 1.723E+01
sb125 4.847E+03 4.847E+03 4.846E+03 4.835E+03 4.767E+03 4.535E+03 3.796E+03 2.284E+03
pr144m 1.219E+04 1.217E+04 1.209E+04 1.188E+04 1.116E+04 9.345E+03 5.017E+03 8.482E+02
zr95 1.107E+06 1.098E+06 1.068E+06 9.871E+05 7.484E+05 3.393E+05 2.130E+04 7.818E+00
eu154 2.053E+03 2.053E+03 2.052E+03 2.049E+03 2.037E+03 2.004E+03 1.894E+03 1.612E+03
y91 8.677E+05 8.625E+05 8.376E+05 7.682E+05 5.674E+05 2.388E+05 1.155E+04 2.013E+00
cm242 1.041E+04 1.041E+04 1.032E+04 1.000E+04 8.972E+03 6.576E+03 2.218E+03 1.014E+02
eu155 1.262E+03 1.262E+03 1.261E+03 1.257E+03 1.244E+03 1.208E+03 1.089E+03 8.096E+02
te125m 1.029E+03 1.030E+03 1.032E+03 1.039E+03 1.056E+03 1.062E+03 9.249E+02 5.580E+02
pu238 6.224E+02 6.236E+02 6.265E+02 6.296E+02 6.347E+02 6.459E+02 6.644E+02 6.647E+02
sr89 6.730E+05 6.663E+05 6.434E+05 5.820E+05 4.099E+05 1.505E+05 4.518E+03 2.015E-01
h3 3.575E+02 3.575E+02 3.573E+02 3.569E+02 3.555E+02 3.515E+02 3.380E+02 3.020E+02
pu240 3.089E+02 3.089E+02 3.089E+02 3.089E+02 3.089E+02 3.089E+02 3.089E+02 3.089E+02
te127m 8.605E+03 8.602E+03 8.560E+03 8.290E+03 7.085E+03 4.453E+03 8.759E+02 8.411E+00
te127 5.022E+04 4.687E+04 3.315E+04 1.477E+04 7.007E+03 4.361E+03 8.580E+02 8.238E+00
sm151 2.450E+02 2.461E+02 2.477E+02 2.482E+02 2.480E+02 2.477E+02 2.463E+02 2.426E+02
pu239 2.200E+02 2.205E+02 2.215E+02 2.223E+02 2.224E+02 2.224E+02 2.224E+02 2.224E+02
am241 5.937E+01 5.955E+01 6.018E+01 6.198E+01 6.825E+01 8.606E+01 1.470E+02 3.098E+02
ag110m 6.533E+02 6.520E+02 6.473E+02 6.344E+02 5.909E+02 4.825E+02 2.373E+02 3.126E+01
cm244 1.450E+02 1.452E+02 1.452E+02 1.451E+02 1.447E+02 1.436E+02 1.398E+02 1.295E+02
ru103 8.797E+05 8.685E+05 8.301E+05 7.297E+05 4.646E+05 1.279E+05 1.401E+03 3.505E-03
rh103m 8.782E+05 8.670E+05 8.287E+05 7.284E+05 4.638E+05 1.277E+05 1.398E+03 3.499E-03
sn123 7.643E+02 7.613E+02 7.509E+02 7.220E+02 6.295E+02 4.254E+02 1.079E+02 2.142E+00
nb95m 1.236E+04 1.234E+04 1.221E+04 1.152E+04 8.803E+03 3.992E+03 2.505E+02 9.197E-02
tc99 9.874E+00 9.880E+00 9.897E+00 9.912E+00 9.915E+00 9.915E+00 9.915E+00 9.915E+00
ce141 1.059E+06 1.043E+06 9.881E+05 8.455E+05 4.901E+05 1.032E+05 4.418E+02 7.558E-05
sn121m 7.430E+00 7.430E+00 7.429E+00 7.427E+00 7.421E+00 7.402E+00 7.337E+00 7.154E+00
sn119m 2.396E+01 2.392E+01 2.377E+01 2.337E+01 2.199E+01 1.850E+01 1.011E+01 1.795E+00
eu152 6.415E+00 6.414E+00 6.412E+00 6.405E+00 6.382E+00 6.316E+00 6.090E+00 5.489E+00
sn121 3.279E+03 2.095E+03 4.400E+02 1.064E+01 5.759E+00 5.744E+00 5.694E+00 5.552E+00
np239 8.957E+06 7.224E+06 3.404E+06 3.965E+05 2.168E+02 2.904E+00 2.904E+00 2.903E+00
u237 3.063E+05 2.842E+05 2.185E+05 1.032E+05 7.473E+03 5.450E+00 1.281E+00 1.163E+00
am242 1.519E+04 7.115E+03 5.027E+02 3.071E+00 2.815E+00 2.812E+00 2.802E+00 2.775E+00
am243 2.903E+00 2.904E+00 2.904E+00 2.904E+00 2.904E+00 2.904E+00 2.904E+00 2.903E+00
am242m 2.829E+00 2.829E+00 2.829E+00 2.828E+00 2.828E+00 2.825E+00 2.815E+00 2.787E+00
pm148m 2.002E+04 1.977E+04 1.894E+04 1.676E+04 1.091E+04 3.200E+03 4.375E+01 2.064E-04
cm243 2.089E+00 2.089E+00 2.088E+00 2.087E+00 2.084E+00 2.073E+00 2.038E+00 1.942E+00
ag110 8.885E+00 8.867E+00 8.804E+00 8.627E+00 8.036E+00 6.562E+00 3.228E+00 4.251E-01
u234 1.465E+00 1.465E+00 1.465E+00 1.465E+00 1.465E+00 1.466E+00 1.467E+00 1.471E+00
zr93 1.337E+00 1.337E+00 1.337E+00 1.337E+00 1.337E+00 1.337E+00 1.337E+00 1.337E+00
tb160 1.669E+02 1.658E+02 1.617E+02 1.508E+02 1.180E+02 5.858E+01 5.048E+00 4.585E-03
pu242 5.814E-01 5.814E-01 5.814E-01 5.814E-01 5.814E-01 5.814E-01 5.814E-01 5.814E-01
te129m 2.882E+04 2.842E+04 2.697E+04 2.319E+04 1.369E+04 3.032E+03 1.552E+01 4.422E-06
sb124 1.847E+02 1.831E+02 1.778E+02 1.635E+02 1.218E+02 5.251E+01 2.764E+00 6.144E-04
cs135 3.321E-01 3.323E-01 3.325E-01 3.325E-01 3.325E-01 3.325E-01 3.325E-01 3.325E-01
th234 3.202E-01 3.202E-01 3.202E-01 3.202E-01 3.203E-01 3.204E-01 3.206E-01 3.204E-01
pa234m 3.202E-01 3.202E-01 3.202E-01 3.202E-01 3.203E-01 3.204E-01 3.206E-01 3.204E-01
u238 3.204E-01 3.204E-01 3.204E-01 3.204E-01 3.204E-01 3.204E-01 3.204E-01 3.204E-01
sn126 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01
sb126m 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01 3.017E-01
cd113m 2.653E-01 2.671E-01 2.672E-01 2.669E-01 2.660E-01 2.634E-01 2.545E-01 2.307E-01
u236 2.357E-01 2.357E-01 2.357E-01 2.357E-01 2.357E-01 2.357E-01 2.357E-01 2.358E-01
te129 6.383E+04 2.110E+04 1.728E+04 1.487E+04 8.772E+03 1.943E+03 9.948E+00 2.834E-06
rh102 1.071E+00 1.068E+00 1.059E+00 1.033E+00 9.487E-01 7.430E-01 3.159E-01 2.742E-02
pm146 1.819E-01 1.819E-01 1.817E-01 1.813E-01 1.797E-01 1.752E-01 1.605E-01 1.249E-01
gd153 7.216E-01 7.200E-01 7.148E-01 7.000E-01 6.504E-01 5.275E-01 2.533E-01 3.114E-02
nb93m 7.696E-02 7.707E-02 7.745E-02 7.853E-02 8.231E-02 9.305E-02 1.299E-01 2.293E-01
np237 1.344E-01 1.346E-01 1.352E-01 1.362E-01 1.370E-01 1.371E-01 1.371E-01 1.373E-01
pa233 1.306E-01 1.307E-01 1.310E-01 1.318E-01 1.342E-01 1.366E-01 1.371E-01 1.373E-01
pm148 8.373E+04 7.627E+04 5.508E+04 2.195E+04 1.353E+03 1.693E+02 2.313E+00 1.091E-05
sb126 2.333E+02 2.239E+02 1.941E+02 1.290E+02 3.093E+01 5.626E-01 4.223E-02 4.223E-02
se79 5.231E-02 5.231E-02 5.231E-02 5.231E-02 5.231E-02 5.231E-02 5.231E-02 5.231E-02
pd107 4.949E-02 4.949E-02 4.949E-02 4.949E-02 4.949E-02 4.949E-02 4.949E-02 4.949E-02
pu236 6.188E-02 6.195E-02 6.197E-02 6.169E-02 6.067E-02 5.783E-02 4.892E-02 3.033E-02
cd115m 1.944E+02 1.922E+02 1.848E+02 1.649E+02 1.108E+02 3.561E+01 6.695E-01 7.849E-06
y89m 6.260E+01 6.198E+01 5.984E+01 5.413E+01 3.812E+01 1.400E+01 4.202E-01 1.874E-05
th231 3.684E-01 2.403E-01 6.986E-02 3.053E-02 3.019E-02 3.019E-02 3.019E-02 3.019E-02
u235 3.019E-02 3.019E-02 3.019E-02 3.019E-02 3.019E-02 3.019E-02 3.019E-02 3.019E-02
te123m 5.667E-01 5.643E-01 5.560E-01 5.330E-01 4.596E-01 3.011E-01 6.849E-02 9.963E-04
tm171 3.962E-02 3.961E-02 3.951E-02 3.923E-02 3.825E-02 3.558E-02 2.764E-02 1.342E-02
np238 7.894E+04 6.214E+04 2.690E+04 2.460E+03 5.814E-01 1.271E-02 1.267E-02 1.254E-02
i129 1.621E-02 1.622E-02 1.623E-02 1.625E-02 1.631E-02 1.637E-02 1.639E-02 1.639E-02
y88 4.377E-01 4.356E-01 4.284E-01 4.086E-01 3.460E-01 2.153E-01 4.089E-02 3.552E-04
c14 7.816E-03 7.816E-03 7.816E-03 7.816E-03 7.816E-03 7.815E-03 7.815E-03 7.813E-03
cm245 5.124E-03 5.124E-03 5.124E-03 5.124E-03 5.123E-03 5.123E-03 5.123E-03 5.122E-03
tm170 9.298E-02 9.262E-02 9.135E-02 8.782E-02 7.652E-02 5.161E-02 1.301E-02 2.536E-04
ba133 4.531E-03 4.531E-03 4.529E-03 4.523E-03 4.502E-03 4.443E-03 4.243E-03 3.719E-03
ce139 5.971E-02 5.949E-02 5.873E-02 5.660E-02 4.976E-02 3.444E-02 9.499E-03 2.396E-04
ag109m 8.550E+04 3.521E+04 1.579E+03 2.291E-01 7.101E-03 6.365E-03 4.340E-03 1.453E-03
cd109 7.497E-03 7.488E-03 7.460E-03 7.379E-03 7.101E-03 6.365E-03 4.340E-03 1.453E-03
u232 2.521E-03 2.525E-03 2.533E-03 2.546E-03 2.587E-03 2.700E-03 3.050E-03 3.754E-03
bi212 5.439E-04 5.628E-04 5.499E-04 5.639E-04 6.136E-04 7.682E-04 1.244E-03 2.396E-03
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rn220 5.445E-04 5.458E-04 5.502E-04 5.639E-04 6.136E-04 7.682E-04 1.244E-03 2.396E-03
ra224 5.444E-04 5.457E-04 5.502E-04 5.638E-04 6.136E-04 7.682E-04 1.244E-03 2.396E-03
po216 5.445E-04 5.458E-04 5.502E-04 5.639E-04 6.136E-04 7.682E-04 1.244E-03 2.396E-03
pb212 5.438E-04 5.446E-04 5.489E-04 5.639E-04 6.136E-04 7.682E-04 1.244E-03 2.396E-03
th228 5.532E-04 5.547E-04 5.597E-04 5.740E-04 6.239E-04 7.651E-04 1.241E-03 2.393E-03
np235 3.068E-03 3.064E-03 3.050E-03 3.011E-03 2.879E-03 2.534E-03 1.620E-03 4.513E-04
pm145 1.069E-03 1.069E-03 1.069E-03 1.069E-03 1.069E-03 1.070E-03 1.064E-03 1.008E-03
po212 3.484E-04 3.605E-04 3.523E-04 3.612E-04 3.931E-04 4.921E-04 7.967E-04 1.535E-03
cm246 5.452E-04 5.452E-04 5.452E-04 5.452E-04 5.452E-04 5.452E-04 5.452E-04 5.450E-04
tl208 1.955E-04 2.023E-04 1.976E-04 2.027E-04 2.205E-04 2.761E-04 4.470E-04 8.611E-04
sm145 1.335E-03 1.333E-03 1.326E-03 1.306E-03 1.240E-03 1.068E-03 6.343E-04 1.430E-04
pa234 7.406E-04 4.687E-04 4.161E-04 4.163E-04 4.164E-04 4.165E-04 4.168E-04 4.165E-04
i132 8.369E+05 7.163E+05 4.158E+05 8.787E+04 3.813E+02 6.778E-05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
te132 8.123E+05 6.954E+05 4.036E+05 8.530E+04 3.702E+02 6.580E-05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
be10 1.409E-04 1.409E-04 1.409E-04 1.409E-04 1.409E-04 1.409E-04 1.409E-04 1.409E-04
pu237 4.443E-01 4.394E-01 4.225E-01 3.777E-01 2.551E-01 8.316E-02 1.644E-03 2.227E-08
nb94 5.703E-05 5.703E-05 5.703E-05 5.703E-05 5.703E-05 5.703E-05 5.703E-05 5.702E-05
th230 3.683E-05 3.685E-05 3.695E-05 3.722E-05 3.816E-05 4.086E-05 5.029E-05 7.731E-05
ho166m 4.762E-05 4.762E-05 4.762E-05 4.762E-05 4.762E-05 4.761E-05 4.759E-05 4.754E-05
rh102m 6.516E-05 6.513E-05 6.502E-05 6.471E-05 6.364E-05 6.067E-05 5.132E-05 3.182E-05
rb83 2.785E-03 2.769E-03 2.712E-03 2.557E-03 2.082E-03 1.157E-03 1.481E-04 4.160E-07
tb158 2.472E-05 2.472E-05 2.472E-05 2.471E-05 2.471E-05 2.468E-05 2.460E-05 2.438E-05
gd151 4.411E-04 4.393E-04 4.330E-04 4.157E-04 3.603E-04 2.395E-04 5.736E-05 9.662E-07
rb87 1.644E-05 1.644E-05 1.644E-05 1.644E-05 1.644E-05 1.644E-05 1.644E-05 1.644E-05
u233 1.330E-05 1.330E-05 1.330E-05 1.332E-05 1.336E-05 1.347E-05 1.389E-05 1.515E-05
pa231 1.072E-05 1.073E-05 1.075E-05 1.077E-05 1.081E-05 1.094E-05 1.139E-05 1.267E-05
ag108m 1.047E-05 1.047E-05 1.047E-05 1.047E-05 1.047E-05 1.046E-05 1.042E-05 1.030E-05
in115m 4.414E+03 3.601E+03 1.628E+03 1.676E+02 7.084E-02 3.934E-03 7.396E-05 8.670E-10
in114m 1.168E-02 1.156E-02 1.115E-02 1.007E-02 7.040E-03 2.531E-03 7.058E-05 2.551E-09
in114 1.118E-02 1.106E-02 1.067E-02 9.637E-03 6.737E-03 2.423E-03 6.755E-05 2.441E-09
te134 1.929E+02 5.123E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
mo99 1.065E+06 8.857E+05 4.646E+05 7.353E+04 1.160E+02 1.144E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
tc99m 9.947E+05 8.527E+05 4.506E+05 7.120E+04 1.123E+02 1.108E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
dy159 5.595E-05 5.575E-05 5.507E-05 5.317E-05 4.703E-05 3.312E-05 9.706E-06 2.911E-07
kr83m 1.919E+04 1.760E+02 3.820E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
tc97m 2.276E-04 2.263E-04 2.219E-04 2.098E-04 1.725E-04 9.858E-05 1.391E-05 5.167E-08
la137 3.207E-06 3.207E-06 3.207E-06 3.207E-06 3.207E-06 3.207E-06 3.207E-06 3.207E-06
rb84 2.984E-01 2.938E-01 2.784E-01 2.386E-01 1.392E-01 2.982E-02 1.358E-04 2.768E-11
sm147 1.505E-06 1.507E-06 1.514E-06 1.535E-06 1.606E-06 1.805E-06 2.424E-06 3.674E-06
i131 5.963E+05 5.646E+05 4.593E+05 2.461E+05 2.715E+04 4.994E+01 1.333E-08 0.000E+00
tb157 2.304E-06 2.304E-06 2.304E-06 2.304E-06 2.303E-06 2.301E-06 2.294E-06 2.273E-06
sr85 6.329E-04 6.280E-04 6.111E-04 5.652E-04 4.300E-04 1.969E-04 1.280E-05 5.193E-09
tc98 1.699E-06 1.699E-06 1.699E-06 1.699E-06 1.699E-06 1.699E-06 1.699E-06 1.699E-06
rh101 2.187E-06 2.186E-06 2.183E-06 2.174E-06 2.142E-06 2.054E-06 1.773E-06 1.164E-06
sn125 4.590E+03 4.355E+03 3.624E+03 2.143E+03 3.409E+02 1.783E+00 1.847E-08 0.000E+00
in118 2.784E+00 1.410E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
cd118 2.780E+00 1.407E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
i135 4.831E+05 7.598E+04 1.172E+02 1.085E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
br83 7.150E+03 4.520E+01 9.078E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
eu156 6.472E+04 6.271E+04 5.584E+04 4.001E+04 1.246E+04 4.443E+02 3.805E-03 1.266E-17
ag108 9.111E-07 9.111E-07 9.111E-07 9.110E-07 9.106E-07 9.097E-07 9.062E-07 8.963E-07
te121 1.958E-05 1.925E-05 1.816E-05 1.555E-05 1.031E-05 5.896E-06 1.830E-06 6.830E-08
rb86 5.767E+02 5.613E+02 5.103E+02 3.889E+02 1.502E+02 9.913E+00 7.321E-04 1.148E-15
te121m 9.511E-06 9.480E-06 9.372E-06 9.068E-06 8.083E-06 5.818E-06 1.840E-06 6.869E-08
pr143 9.771E+05 9.672E+05 8.884E+05 6.237E+05 1.691E+05 4.050E+03 8.614E-03 5.356E-19
ac227 2.138E-07 2.145E-07 2.168E-07 2.235E-07 2.471E-07 3.146E-07 5.539E-07 1.263E-06
po215 2.005E-07 2.009E-07 2.019E-07 2.049E-07 2.175E-07 2.755E-07 5.547E-07 1.264E-06
bi211 2.006E-07 2.009E-07 2.019E-07 2.049E-07 2.175E-07 2.755E-07 5.547E-07 1.264E-06
pb211 2.006E-07 2.009E-07 2.019E-07 2.049E-07 2.175E-07 2.755E-07 5.547E-07 1.264E-06
ra223 2.005E-07 2.009E-07 2.019E-07 2.049E-07 2.175E-07 2.755E-07 5.547E-07 1.264E-06
rn219 2.005E-07 2.009E-07 2.019E-07 2.049E-07 2.175E-07 2.755E-07 5.547E-07 1.264E-06
tl207 2.000E-07 2.003E-07 2.014E-07 2.043E-07 2.169E-07 2.748E-07 5.532E-07 1.261E-06
th227 2.048E-07 2.050E-07 2.057E-07 2.084E-07 2.240E-07 2.859E-07 5.470E-07 1.246E-06
np236 5.881E-07 5.881E-07 5.881E-07 5.881E-07 5.881E-07 5.881E-07 5.881E-07 5.880E-07
se75 1.342E-05 1.336E-05 1.317E-05 1.262E-05 1.089E-05 7.134E-06 1.625E-06 2.372E-08
i133 9.871E+05 5.503E+05 7.120E+04 2.065E+02 2.714E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
bk249 1.388E-06 1.386E-06 1.378E-06 1.356E-06 1.283E-06 1.096E-06 6.297E-07 1.294E-07
eu158 1.612E+00 2.033E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
xe135m 7.891E+04 1.241E+04 1.915E+01 1.772E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
xe127 6.707E-03 6.614E-03 6.300E-03 5.481E-03 3.368E-03 8.380E-04 6.436E-06 5.846E-12
sb130 1.710E+01 1.645E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
la140 1.168E+06 1.145E+06 1.036E+06 7.126E+05 1.778E+05 3.350E+03 3.076E-03 1.735E-20
ba140 1.103E+06 1.060E+06 9.222E+05 6.199E+05 1.544E+05 2.909E+03 2.671E-03 1.507E-20
kr81 8.824E-08 8.824E-08 8.824E-08 8.824E-08 8.824E-08 8.824E-08 8.824E-08 8.824E-08
as73 8.025E-06 7.974E-06 7.800E-06 7.324E-06 5.873E-06 3.126E-06 3.439E-07 6.276E-10
po214 3.282E-08 3.260E-08 3.185E-08 3.008E-08 2.691E-08 2.766E-08 4.119E-08 9.639E-08
ra226 2.236E-08 2.239E-08 2.250E-08 2.283E-08 2.397E-08 2.739E-08 4.120E-08 9.642E-08
rn222 2.214E-08 2.217E-08 2.227E-08 2.259E-08 2.372E-08 2.739E-08 4.120E-08 9.643E-08
po218 2.215E-08 2.218E-08 2.228E-08 2.259E-08 2.372E-08 2.739E-08 4.120E-08 9.643E-08
pb214 2.215E-08 2.218E-08 2.228E-08 2.259E-08 2.372E-08 2.738E-08 4.119E-08 9.641E-08
bi214 2.215E-08 2.218E-08 2.228E-08 2.259E-08 2.372E-08 2.738E-08 4.119E-08 9.641E-08
tm168 2.853E-06 2.837E-06 2.784E-06 2.636E-06 2.179E-06 1.265E-06 1.885E-07 8.187E-10
pm144 1.352E-07 1.350E-07 1.344E-07 1.325E-07 1.262E-07 1.098E-07 6.740E-08 1.673E-08
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pr145 2.485E+05 3.261E+04 2.668E+01 4.037E-08 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
sm146 4.440E-08 4.440E-08 4.440E-08 4.441E-08 4.444E-08 4.452E-08 4.479E-08 4.544E-08
fr221 9.960E-08 9.983E-08 9.963E-08 9.313E-08 5.759E-08 2.826E-08 2.784E-08 3.039E-08
at217 9.960E-08 9.983E-08 9.963E-08 9.313E-08 5.759E-08 2.826E-08 2.784E-08 3.039E-08
ac225 9.956E-08 9.980E-08 9.960E-08 9.311E-08 5.758E-08 2.826E-08 2.784E-08 3.039E-08
bi213 9.962E-08 9.982E-08 9.962E-08 9.312E-08 5.758E-08 2.826E-08 2.783E-08 3.039E-08
pb209 9.329E-08 9.380E-08 9.962E-08 9.312E-08 5.758E-08 2.826E-08 2.783E-08 3.039E-08
po213 9.753E-08 9.773E-08 9.753E-08 9.116E-08 5.637E-08 2.766E-08 2.725E-08 2.975E-08
ra225 1.058E-07 1.031E-07 9.446E-08 7.482E-08 4.125E-08 2.740E-08 2.784E-08 3.039E-08
th229 2.664E-08 2.665E-08 2.665E-08 2.668E-08 2.676E-08 2.700E-08 2.784E-08 3.039E-08
pu244 1.829E-08 1.829E-08 1.829E-08 1.829E-08 1.829E-08 1.829E-08 1.829E-08 1.829E-08
np240m 1.837E-08 1.833E-08 1.827E-08 1.827E-08 1.826E-08 1.826E-08 1.826E-08 1.826E-08
u240 1.827E-08 1.827E-08 1.826E-08 1.827E-08 1.826E-08 1.826E-08 1.826E-08 1.826E-08
cf250 1.756E-08 1.756E-08 1.756E-08 1.754E-08 1.747E-08 1.729E-08 1.666E-08 1.499E-08
ho163 1.444E-08 1.444E-08 1.444E-08 1.444E-08 1.444E-08 1.444E-08 1.444E-08 1.444E-08
cm241 1.411E-03 1.389E-03 1.316E-03 1.128E-03 6.570E-04 1.403E-04 6.316E-07 1.247E-13
ag111 2.572E+04 2.403E+04 1.894E+04 9.600E+03 8.893E+02 9.934E-01 4.626E-11 0.000E+00
fr223 2.950E-09 2.960E-09 2.992E-09 3.085E-09 3.409E-09 4.341E-09 7.644E-09 1.743E-08
sn127 1.699E+03 5.210E+00 8.320E-09 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
nb96 8.365E+02 4.971E+02 8.040E+01 4.414E-01 5.413E-09 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
nb91 8.261E-09 8.261E-09 8.261E-09 8.261E-09 8.260E-09 8.258E-09 8.253E-09 8.236E-09
rh106m 6.433E+02 2.359E+00 7.047E-09 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
cf252 9.825E-09 9.820E-09 9.802E-09 9.751E-09 9.573E-09 9.084E-09 7.562E-09 4.477E-09





The following Matlab function was used to create the ORIGEN input files.
Included options are the fuel assembly type, initial enrichment, discharge burnup,
specific power, number of cycles, the density of the moderator, basis, cooling time,
output units, and the number of nuclides to output. For some fuel/reactor types,
these variables cannot be altered, e.g., the initial enrichment of a CANDU or the
moderator density of a PWR. In these cases, the code overrides any user input
for these variables.
% Kenneth Dayman−−Un i v e r s i t y o f Texas a t Austin , PNNL−−Ju l y 2011
%
% This f u n c t i o n t a k e s i npu t parameters and w r i t e s a ∗ . inp f i l e f o r i npu t
% in t o OrigenArp ( v i a Sca l e6 ) f o r ba t ch runs . This mod i f i ed v e r s i o n o f
% ’ makeOrigenInp ’ a l l ow s f o r 1− c y c l e or mul t i−c y c l e f u e l l o a d i n g runs . I f
% num cyc l e s > 1 , c y c l e l e n g t h s are uni form .
%
% Input :
% File Name : Name o f i npu t f i l e and the su b s e quen t saved ou tpu t a f t e r
% running Origen
% Fuel Type : The t ype o f f u e l a s semb ly in OrigenArp shorthand ,
% e . g . , ce14x14
% Enrichment : U−235 enr ichment o f t h e f u e l in percent , e . g . , 5
% Burnup : Des i red f i n a l burnup o f t h e f u e l a f t e r N c y c l e s
% S Power : Power produced per un i t f u e l (MW/MTU) ˜ power l e v e l o f
% r e a c t o r
% Num Cycles : Number o f c y c l e s to use (1 or 3 t y p i c a l l y )
% Mod Den : Dens i t y o f t h e moderator (Non−v a r i a b l e f o r many r e a c t o r s ) ,
% g/ cc
% Bas i s : Amount o f uranium b a s i s in grams
% T c : Coo l ing t ime
% T c un i t s : Uni t s o f t h e c o o l i n g t ime parameter ( seconds , minutes ,
% months , y ea r s )
% Ou t un i t s : Uni t s o f t h e p l o t / out , e . g . , grams , Curies , e t c .
% NRank : Number o f n u c l i d e s to be output , max 200
% Locat ion : D i r e c t o r y where t h e . inp w i l l be l o c a t e d and where t h e
% Origen ou tpu t w i l l be saved
function makeOrigenInp ( File Name , Fuel Type , Enrichment , Burnup , . . .
S Power , Num cycles , Mod Den , Basis , T c , T c uni t s , Out units , . . .
NRank , Locat ion )
% Def ine s d e r i v e d v a r i a b l e s and ar ray s needed in t h e . inp f i l e from the
% inpu t parameters
% Hard−Wired Va r i a b l e s f o r Cer ta in Reac tors
i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ ce14x14 ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7332 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ ce16x16 ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7 1 ;
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e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’w14x14 ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7264 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ s14x14 ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7283 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’w15x15 ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7135 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’w17x17 ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7 23 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ w17x17 ofa ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7 1 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ vver440 ( 3 . 6 ) ’ )
Enrichment = 3 . 6 ;
Mod Den = 0 . 7 5 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ vver440 ( 3 . 8 2 ) ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7 5 ;
Enrichment = 3 . 8 2 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ vver440 ( 4 . 2 5 ) ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7 5 ;
Enrichment = 4 . 2 5 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ vver440 ( 4 . 3 8 ) ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7 5 ;
Enrichment = 4 . 3 8 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ vver1000 ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 7145 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ agr ’ )
Mod Den = 1 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’magnox ’ )
Mod Den = 1 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ candu37 ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 8121 ;
Enrichment = 0 . 7 11 ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( Fuel Type , ’ candu28 ’ )
Mod Den = 0 . 8121 ;
Enrichment = 0 . 7 11 ;
end
t im e o f c y c l e = (Burnup/Num cycles )/ S Power ;
power = S Power ∗( Bas i s /1 e6 ) ;
t im e o f c y c l e i n c = t ime o f c y c l e /10 ;
tempBasis = 1e6 ;
f a c t o r = Bas i s / tempBasis ;
% Computes t h e number o f atoms o f each U i s o t op e , rounding to a ch e i v e a
% t o t a l o f 1 e6 atoms
u234 = round ( ( ( 9 e−05)∗Enrichment+9e−9)∗ tempBasis ) ;
u235 = round( Enrichment∗ tempBasis /100) ;
u236 = round (0 .516854∗ u234 ) ;
u238 = tempBasis − u236 − u235 − u234 ;
% Resca l e s t h e number o f each U i s o t o p e to g e t t h e r e co v e r t h e d e s i r e d
% b a s i s
u234 = u234∗ f a c t o r ;
u235 = u235∗ f a c t o r ;
u236 = u236∗ f a c t o r ;
u238 = u238∗ f a c t o r ;
% Write t h e ∗ . inp f i l e
% p r i n t s t h e arp b l o c k
f i d = fopen ( s t r c a t ( File Name , ’ . inp ’ ) , ’w ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’=arp\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%s ’ , Fuel Type ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , Enrichment ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%d ’ , Num cycles ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
for i = 1 : Num cycles
i f t im e o f c y c l e < 10
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.6 f ’ , t im e o f c y c l e ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
e l s e i f t im e o f c y c l e < 100
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.5 f ’ , t im e o f c y c l e ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
e l s e i f t im e o f c y c l e < 1000
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.4 f ’ , t im e o f c y c l e ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
e l s e i f t im e o f c y c l e < 10000
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.3 f ’ , t im e o f c y c l e ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
end
end
for i = 1 : Num cycles
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fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , S Power ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
end
for i = 1 : Num cycles
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 1\ r\n ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ ,Mod Den ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ f t 3 3 f 001 \ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ end\ r\n ’ ) ;
% Pr in t s t h e o r i g e n s b l o ck , 1 s t c y c l e
fpr int f ( f id , ’#o r i g en s \ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 0$$ a4 33 a11 71 e t\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%s ’ , Fuel Type ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 3$$ 33 a3 1 27 a16 2 a33 18 e t\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 35$$ 0 t\ r\n ’ ) ;
i f Num cycles == 1
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 56$$ 10 10 a10 0 a13 4 a15 3 a18 1 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
else
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 56$$ 10 10 a6 3 a10 0 a13 4 a15 3 a18 1 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
end
i f Num cycles == 1
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 57∗∗ 0 a3 1e−05 %0.7 f e\ r\n ’ ,1/ Num cycles ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 95$$ 0 t\ r\n ’ ) ;
else
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 57∗∗ 0 a3 1e−05 %0.7 f e t\ r\n ’ ,1/ Num cycles ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’ Cycle 1 − ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%s ’ , File Name ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , Bas i s /1 e6 ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ MTU\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 58∗∗ ’ ) ;
for i = 1 :5
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , power ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
for i = 1 :5
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , power ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 60∗∗ ’ ) ;
j = 0 ;
for i = 1 :10
i f i == 6
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
end
j = j + t im e o f c y c l e i n c ;
i f j < 10
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.6 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
e l s e i f j < 100
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.5 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
e l s e i f j < 1000
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.4 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
e l s e i f j < 10000
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.3 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
end
end
i f T c == .1
num time points = 7 ;
e l s e i f T c > . 1 && T c <= .3
num time points = 6 ;
e l s e i f T c > . 3 && T c <= 1
num time points = 7 ;
e l s e i f T c > 1 && T c <= 3
num time points = 8 ;
e l s e i f T c > 3 && T c <= 10
num time points = 9 ;
e l s e i f T c > 10
num time points = 8 ;
end
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fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 66$$ a1 2 a5 2 a9 2 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 73$$ 922340 922350 922360 922380\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 74∗∗ ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , u234 ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , u235 ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , u236 ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , u238 ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 75$$ 2 2 2 2\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ t\ r\n ’ ) ;
i f Num cycles > 1
% Loop p r i n t s t h e burn c y c l e s f o r a l l o t h e r c y c l e s e x c e p t t h e f i r s t
for i = 2 : Num cycles
fpr int f ( f id , ’%s ’ , Fuel Type ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 3$$ 33 a3 %d 27 a33 18 e t\ r\n ’ , i ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 35$$ 0 t\ r\n ’ ) ;
i f i == Num cycles
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 56$$ 10 10 a10 10 a15 3 a18 1 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
else
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 56$$ 10 10 a6 3 a10 10 a15 3 a18 1 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 57∗∗ ’ ) ;
i f j < 10
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.6 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
e l s e i f j < 100
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.5 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
e l s e i f j < 1000
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.4 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
e l s e i f j < 10000
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.3 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’ a3 1e−05 %0.7 f e t\ r\n ’ ,1/ Num cycles ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ Cycle %d − ’ , i ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%s ’ , File Name ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , Bas i s /1 e6 ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ MTU\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 58∗∗ ’ ) ;
for l = 1 :5
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , power ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
for l = 1 :5
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , power ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 60∗∗ ’ ) ;
for k = 1:10
i f k == 6
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
end
j = j + t im e o f c y c l e i n c ;
i f j < 10
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.6 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
e l s e i f j < 100
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.5 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
e l s e i f j < 1000
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.4 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
e l s e i f j < 10000
fpr int f ( f id , ’%0.3 f ’ , j ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
end
end
i f T c == .1
num time points = 7 ;
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e l s e i f T c > . 1 && T c <= .3
num time points = 6 ;
e l s e i f T c > . 3 && T c <= 1
num time points = 7 ;
e l s e i f T c > 1 && T c <= 3
num time points = 8 ;
e l s e i f T c > 3 && T c <= 10
num time points = 9 ;
e l s e i f T c > 10
num time points = 8 ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 66$$ a1 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t\ r\n ’ ) ;
end
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 54$$ a8 1 a11 0 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 56$$ a2 ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%d ’ , num time points ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ a6 1 a10 10 ’ ) ;
i f strcmpi ( T c uni t s , ’ seconds ’ )
fpr int f ( f id , ’ a14 1 ’ ) ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( T c uni t s , ’ minutes ’ )
fpr int f ( f id , ’ a14 2 ’ ) ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( T c uni t s , ’ hours ’ )
fpr int f ( f id , ’ a14 3 ’ ) ;
e l s e i f strcmpi ( T c uni t s , ’ years ’ )
fpr int f ( f id , ’ a14 5 ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’ a15 3 a17 2 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 57∗∗ 0 a3 1e−05 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 95$$ 0 t\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ Cycle %d Down − ’ , Num cycles ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%s ’ , File Name ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , Bas i s /1 e6 ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ MTU\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 60∗∗ ’ ) ;
i f T c == .1
num time points = 7 ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 0 .0001 0.0003 0 .001 0 .003 0 .01 0 .03 ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , T c ) ;
e l s e i f T c > . 1 && T c <= .3
num time points = 6 ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 0 .001 0 .003 0 .01 0 .03 0 .1 ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , T c ) ;
e l s e i f T c > . 3 && T c <= 1
num time points = 7 ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 0 .001 0 .003 0 .01 0 .03 0 .1 0 .3 ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , T c ) ;
e l s e i f T c > 1 && T c <= 3
num time points = 8 ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 0 .001 0 .003 0 .01 0 .03 0 .1 0 .3 1 ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , T c ) ;
e l s e i f T c > 3 && T c <= 10
num time points = 9 ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 0 .001 0 .003 0 .01 0 .03 0 .1 0 .3 1 3 ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , T c ) ;
e l s e i f T c > 10
num time points = 8 ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 0 .01 0 .03 0 .1 0 .3 1 3 10 ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , T c ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 61∗∗ f 0 .05\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 65$$\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ’Gram−Atoms Grams Curies Watts−Al l Watts−Gamma\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z 6z\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z 6z\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z 6z\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 81$$ 2 0 26 1 a7 200 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 82$$ ’ ) ;
for i = 1 : num time points
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 2 ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’ e\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 83∗∗\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , . . .
’ 1 .0000000 e+07 8.0000000 e+06 6.5000000 e+06 5.0000000 e+06 4.0000000 e+06\ r\n ’ ) ;
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fpr int f ( f id , . . .
’ 3 .0000000 e+06 2.5000000 e+06 2.0000000 e+06 1.6600000 e+06 1.3300000 e+06\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , . . .
’ 1 .0000000 e+06 8.0000000 e+05 6.0000000 e+05 4.0000000 e+05 3.0000000 e+05\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , . . .
’ 2 .0000000 e+05 1.0000000 e+05 5.0000000 e+04 1.0000000 e+04 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 84∗∗\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , . . .
’ 2 .0000000 e+07 6.4340000 e+06 3.0000000 e+06 1.8500000 e+06\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , . . .
’ 1 .4000000 e+06 9.0000000 e+05 4.0000000 e+05 1.0000000 e+05 1.7000000 e+04\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , . . .
’ 3 .0000000 e+03 5.5000000 e+02 1.0000000 e+02 3.0000000 e+01 1.0000000 e+01\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , . . .
’ 3 .0499900 e+00 1.7700000 e+00 1.2999900 e+00 1.1299900 e+00 1.0000000 e+00\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , . . .
’ 8 .0000000 e−01 4.0000000 e−01 3.2500000 e−01 2.2500000 e−01 9.9999850 e−02\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , . . .
’ 5 .0000000 e−02 3.0000000 e−02 9.9999980 e−03 1.0000000 e−05 e\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ t\ r\n ’ ) ;
for i = 1 : num time points
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 56$$ 0 0 a10 ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , i ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ e t\ r\n ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’ 56$$ f0 t\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ end\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’=opus\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’LIBUNIT=33\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’TYPARAMS=NUCLIDES\ r\n ’ ) ;
Out units = upper ( Out units ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’UNITS=’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%s ’ , Out units ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’LIBTYPE=ALL\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’TIME=’ ) ;
T c un i t s = upper ( T c un i t s ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%s ’ , T c un i t s ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’NPOSITION=’ ) ;
for i = 1 : num time points
fpr int f ( f id , ’%g ’ , i ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ ’ ) ;
end
fpr int f ( f id , ’ end\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’NRANK=( ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%d ’ ,NRank ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ )\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ end\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’#s h e l l \ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ copy f t 71 f 0 01 ” ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%s ’ , Locat ion ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’\\ ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’%s ’ , File Name ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ . f71 ”\ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ de l f t 7 1 f 0 01 \ r\n ’ ) ;
fpr int f ( f id , ’ end ’ ) ;
fc lose ( f i d ) ;
end
B.2 corrAnalysis.m
The following function performs the correlation analysis described in Sec-
tion 3.2.
% Kenneth Dayman −− Un i v e r i s t y o f Texas
%
% Cor r e l a t i o n Ana l y s i s f o r f e a t u r e s e l e c t i o n . Cond i t i ons on p−Values
%
% Input :
% X: (N x p ) p r e d i c t o r s




% CorrInd : I n d i c e s o f f e a t u r s in X, ranked by magnitude o f c o r r e l a t i o n
% wi th y and cond i t i o n e d to have p−Values < 0 .05
% rCC : The s o r t e d c o r r e l a t i o n va lue s , c ond i t i o n e d on p−Values < 0 .05
function [ CorrInd , rCC ] = co r rAna ly s i s (X, y )
[CC, pValues ] = corrcoef ( [X y ] ) ;
p = s ize (CC,1)−1;
CC = CC(1 : p , p+1);
pValues = pValues ( 1 : p , p+1);
goodCC ind = find ( pValues <0.05) ;
[ rCC , CorrInd ] = sort (abs (CC( goodCC ind ) ) , ’ descend ’ ) ;






This function performs the serial classifier and regression analysis to classify
a SNF sample as originating in a PWR or BWR and then predicting the burnup,
all based on a nuclide vector. The flow of the analysis is described in Section 5.4
and shown in Figure 5.14.
% Kenneth Dayman −− Un i v e r s i t y o f Texas 2012
%
% Accepts OrigenArp p l t f i l e , a p p l i e s QDA c l a s s i f i e r and then PLS f o r
% burnup p r e d i c t i o n . Uni t s o f t h e p l t are Cur ies .
%
% Input :
% f i l e : OrigenArp f i l e name w i t hou t end ing ( . p l t 0 0 0 i s appended )
% I f f i l e i s empty , t h e d i r in t h e OrigenData f o l d e r i s read
% and burnup i s ran on a l l t h e f i l e s
% Tc : Coo l ing t ime o f t h e t e s t f i l e −−> de t e rmines number o f t ime
% po i n t s in t h e p l t f i l e
%
% Output :
% R: r e a c t o r c l a s s ( ’PWR’ or ’BWR’ )
% B: burnup p r e d i c t i o n in MWd/MTU
%
function [R, B] = burnup ( f i l e )
addpath he lp e r s
% load needed data
load Data .mat
% read f i l e and conform the ou tpu t to t h e master n u c l i d e l i s t
% (218 n u c l i d e s )
[ nuc , act ] = readOr igenFi l e ( f i l e ) ;
act = conformOutput ( nuc , act , mn) ;
% parse t h e data
Xt = act ( idx ( 1 : n ) ) ;
X = Xtrain ( : , idx ( 1 : n ) ) ;
% make sure Xt i s a row v e c t o r
i f s ize (Xt , 1 ) > s ize (Xt , 2 )
Xt = Xt ’ ;
end
% c l a s s i f y w i th QDA
[ c l a s s , ˜ ] = c l a s s i f y (Xt ,X, y , ’ quadrat i c ’ ) ;
R = cBank{ c l a s s } ;
i f c l a s s > length ( cBank )
error ( ’ Error in c l a s s i f i c a t i o n : a s s i gned l a b e l not found in l i b r a r y ’ )
end
% s e t PLS parameters based on r e a c t o r c l a s s i f i c a t i o n
















XPLS = XtrainBWR ;
end
% parse and p r e p r o c e s s data
X = XPLS( : , idxPLS ( 1 : nPLS ) ) ;
Xt = act ( idxPLS ( 1 : nPLS ) ) ;
% make sure Xt i s a row v e c t o r
i f s ize (Xt , 1 ) > s ize (Xt , 2 )
Xt = Xt ’ ;
end
% prep r o c e s s data
i f norm
X = areaNorm (X) ;
Xt = areaNorm (Xt ) ;
end
i f z
[X, Xt , ˜ ] = zScoreData (X,Xt , [ ] ) ;
end
% app l y PLS
[ ˜ , ˜ , ˜ , ˜ , beta ] = p l s r e g r e s s (X, burn , lv ) ;
B = [1 Xt ]∗beta ;
end
C.2 Helper Functions
The following functions are called by “burnup.m” to make the code easier
to follow and more modular for possible future modifications.
C.2.1 areaNorm.m
This function normalizes input X matrices such that each observation
(row) has unit area, i.e.,
∑p
j=1Xij = 1 ∀ i.
% Kenneth Dayman −− Un i v e r s i t y o f Texas
%
% Area norma l i z e s (N x p ) matr ix such each row has area o f 1
%
% Input :
% X: (N x p ) p r e d i c t o r s matr i x
%
% Otuput :
% nX: (N x p ) p r e d i c t o r s matrix , norma l i z ed such each o b s e r v a t i o n has
% sum o f 1
function nX = areaNorm (X)




This function conforms the raw ORIGEN output (once parsed) to agree
with the master nuclide list, i.e., the ith entry of each nuclide vector corresponds
to the same nuclide.
% Kenneth Dayman −− Un i v e r s i t y o f Texas a t Aust in −− October 2011
% Takes in two−column Origen ou tpu t and nu c l i d e l i s t i n g and a r e f e r e n c e
% l i s t . Outputs a s o r t e d v e r s i o n o f t h e Origen ou tpu t acco rd ing to t h e
% r e f e r e n c e s t r i n g l i s t .
%
% Input :
% nu c l i d e s : L i s t o f n u c l i d e s from the data to be conformed
% rawOutput : The a c t i v i t e s o f t h e raw data
% r e f : The r e f e r e n c e l i s t o f n u c l i d e s to which t h e raw data i s
% conformed
function conformedOutput = conformOutput ( nuc l ide s , rawOutput , r e f )
% i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
conformedOutput = zeros ( length ( r e f ) , 1 ) ;
% search and s o r t
for i = 1 : length ( r e f )
found = f a l s e ;
for j = 1 : length ( rawOutput )
i f strcmpi ( r e f ( i ) , nu c l i d e s ( j ) )










This function accesses and reads a *.plt file output from ORIGEN, and
returns lists of the nuclides and their activities (or whatever quantity is chosen in
making the *.plt file) after cooling time, i.e., the last time step in the file.
% Kenneth Dayman −− Un i v e r s i t y o f Texas a t Aust in −− October 2011
%
% Reads in t h e nu c l i d e names and a c t i v i t i e s / s e l e c t e d Origen ou tpu t
%
% Input :
% f i l eName : name o f t h e Origen p l o t f i l e ( w i th f i l e e x t e n s i o n )
%
% Output :
% nu c l i d e s : names o f t h e n u c l i d e s in a c e l l
% a c t i v i t i e s : a c t i v i t i e s o f each o f t h e n u c l i d e s in ’ nu c l i d e s ’ a f t e r
% c o o l i n g t ime ( l a s t t ime po in t in Origen p l o t f i l e )
function [ nu c l i d e s a c t i v i t i e s ] = readOr igenFi l e ( f i leName )
f i d = fopen ( char ( [ ’ OrigenData/ ’ f i leName ] ) ) ;
% ge t t h e number o f t ime p o i n t s
temp = textscan ( f id , ’%d %d ’ , ’ HeaderLines ’ , 4 ) ;
temp = temp{1} ;
numTimePoints = temp ( 1 ) ;
% go back to b e g i nn in g o f f i l e





temp = textscan ( f id , ’%s %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %f ’ , ’ HeaderLines ’ , 6 ) ;
case 7
temp = textscan ( f id , ’%s %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %f ’ , ’ HeaderLines ’ , 6 ) ;
case 8
temp = textscan ( f id , ’%s %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %f ’ , ’ HeaderLines ’ , 6 ) ;
case 9
temp = textscan ( f id , ’%s %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %∗ f %f ’ , ’ HeaderLines ’ , 6 ) ;
end
% unwrap the c e l l s
fc lose ( f i d ) ;
nuc l i d e s = temp{1} ;
a c t i v i t i e s = temp{2} ;
% remove l a s t row ( t o t a l )
nuc l i d e s ( length ( nuc l i d e s ) ) = [ ] ;
a c t i v i t i e s ( length ( nuc l i d e s ) ) = [ ] ;
end
C.2.4 zScoreData.m
This function normalizes X matrices such that each feature (column) had
mean 0 and unit variance.
% Kenneth Dayman −− Un i v e r i s t y o f Texas
%
% zScore s t h e t r a i n i n g data and a p p l i e s t h o s e no rma l i z a t i o n s to v a l i d a t i o n
% and t e s t i n g s e t da ta
%
% Input :
% X: (N x p ) t r a i n i n g p r e d i c t o r s
% Xv : (Nv x p ) v a l i d a t i o n p r e d i c t o r s
% Xt : (Nt x p ) t e s t i n g p r e d i c t o r s
%
% Output :
% Same as output , w i t h zScored s t a t i s t i c s a p p l i e d
function [ zX , zXv , zXt ] = zScoreData (X, Xv , Xt)
[ zX , mu, s i g ] = z s co r e (X) ;
i f ˜isempty (Xv)




i f ˜isempty (Xt) % might not have t h i r d arg
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